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Executive Summary 

A 2013 scientific assessment of black carbon emissions and impacts found that black carbon is 
second to carbon dioxide in terms of its climate forcing. Black carbon is 3,200 times more effective 
on a mass-equivalent basis than carbon dioxide in causing climate impacts within 20 years, and 900 
times more effective within 100 years. Black carbon increases global and regional temperatures 
when emitted into the atmosphere, where individual particles directly absorb energy from the sun 
and radiate it back as heat. Black carbon also reduces the strong cooling effect of large, highly 
reflective surfaces such as glaciers and Arctic ice. High concentrations of black carbon in the 
atmosphere can change precipitation patterns and reduce the amount of radiation that reaches the 
Earth’s surface, which affects local agriculture.  

Acute and chronic exposures to particulate matter are associated with a range of diseases, 
including chronic bronchitis and asthma, as well as premature deaths from cardiopulmonary disease, 
lung cancer, and acute lower respiratory infections. In 2012 the International Agency for Research 
on Cancer re-categorized diesel engine exhaust as carcinogenic to humans based on evidence that 
sufficient exposure is associated with an increased risk of lung cancer. Particles containing black 
carbon are predominantly less than 100 nanometers in diameter, allowing them to penetrate deep 
into the lungs and deliver toxic components to the bloodstream.  

The transportation sector accounted for approximately 19 percent of global black carbon 
emissions in the year 2000. Road transportation accounted for nine percent of global black carbon, 
with diesel engines responsible for nearly 99 percent of those emissions. In the near term, black 
carbon emissions from mobile engines are projected to decline as a consequence of policies 
implemented in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Japan. However, black carbon emissions are 
projected to increase in the next decade as vehicle activity increases, particularly in East and South 
Asia. 

This report aims to inform efforts to control black carbon emissions from diesel-based 
transportation in developing countries.  It presents a summary of emissions control approaches 
from developed countries, while recognizing that developing countries face a number of on-the-
ground implementation challenges. A cost-benefit framework for economic analysis of diesel black 
carbon emissions control transport projects is also presented that factors in both climate and health 
benefits.  

Historically, technical interventions to control diesel black carbon emissions in developed countries 
have successfully relied on fuel quality improvements and vehicle emissions standards. Standards 
in Japan, Europe, the United States, and some other parts of the developed world require new 
vehicles to be equipped with filters and ultra-low-sulfur diesel (ULSD). This enables the use of diesel 
particulate filters and the adoption of strict emissions standards (e.g., Euro 6/VI). Particulate filters 
and ULSD represent one of the commonly used control strategies for diesel particulate emissions 
and have significantly reduced black carbon emissions in developed countries. However refinery 
investment / upgrades or importation (which can be expensive) are key to the availability of ULSD. 
Other programs targeting the existing fleet and addressing transportation demand can also provide 
significant benefits. Such programs include vehicle scrappage and replacement, inspection and 
maintenance, and vehicle retrofitting. Complementary policies to limit growth in travel demand and 
long-term growth in emissions include fuel taxation, congestion charging, and logistics management, 
among other strategies. 

Diesel emissions control interventions in developing countries must be sensitive to the strength of 
local governance and technical capacity. No developing country has adopted fuel and vehicle 
standards equivalent to Euro 6/VI. Among non-OECD countries, Brazil has adopted the most 
stringent fuel and vehicle standards, followed closely by Russia. Brazil is on track to adopt more 
stringent fuel quality standards by 2015; similarly tough vehicle standards are less certain. Significant 
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progress has been made in China and India to move to Euro 4/IV standards for light- and heavy-duty 
vehicles; some major cities, including Delhi and Beijing, have taken steps to advance beyond the 
national requirements. Implementation of improved fuel and vehicle standards, which requires both 
government regulation and enforcement, may be difficult however in regions where governance is 
weak and technical capacity is limited. Emissions control strategies should be both sensitive to local 
needs and aim for maximum feasible reductions guided by best practices. Policy roadmaps can be a 
useful tool in providing greater predictability of interventions. 

In the cost-benefit analysis, a range of simulated diesel black carbon control interventions were 
found to produce clear net benefits. This study applies a new cost-benefit analysis methodology to 
four simulated diesel black carbon emissions control projects -- diesel retrofit in Istanbul, green 
freight (plus retrofit) in Sao Paulo, fuel and vehicle standards in Jakarta, and Compressed Natural 
Gas (CNG) buses in Cebu -- taking into account the additional climate benefits of black carbon 
reductions. For some projects, the net benefits (taking into account health and climate impacts) 
were positive only when assuming a large benefit from black carbon control on the climate in the 
near term (using 20 years Global Warming Potential or GWP) and a low social cost-of-carbon 
discount rate.  

The analysis demonstrates that consideration of black carbon may make some projects viable that 
otherwise would not be considered worthwhile. While investments in many diesel emissions control 
projects can be justified without the consideration of black carbon, the inclusion of black carbon into 
a cost-benefit modeling framework was found to provide a more comprehensive assessment. In two 
of the four cases the health benefits of diesel emissions control alone were substantial enough to 
justify the interventions; the other two projects became viable only with the inclusion of climate 
benefits.   

Further work is needed to fully test this methodological framework with real-world projects and to 
establish clearer guidelines for the incorporation of black carbon into cost-benefit analysis. 
Additional work is also needed to narrow the range of assumptions for the discount rate tied to the 
social cost of carbon as well as the Global Warming Potential. Importantly, a social cost of black 
carbon needs to be developed and alternative methodologies need to be explored whereby 
temperature response and damage functions (for climate impacts) are applied.  

The analytical framework presented in this report can be refined and expanded to incorporate the 
multiple benefits of reducing diesel black carbon emissions, including for agricultural productivity 
and ecosystems. While this report focuses on quantifying just the health and climate benefits of 
transport interventions, it also serves to highlight the challenges that could be faced when 
undertaking more comprehensive evaluation of transport projects. Ultimately, this framework could 
also be expanded to include analysis of project types not considered here, such as projects dealing 
with modal shifts where human behavioral dynamics become very important compared to 
technological interventions.  

 



Overview 

1 Overview 

1.1 Trends in Diesel Black Carbon Emissions 

In the year 2000, an estimated 7.7 teragrams of black carbon (BC) emissions were released from all 
sources (Lamarque et al. 2010). OECD countries accounted for 1.2 teragrams, or approximately 16 
percent of the global total. In the same year, surface transportation and international shipping 
activity accounted for approximately 1.47 teragrams per year (Figure 1-1), or 19 percent of global 
black carbon emissions. Road transportation accounted for nine percent of global black carbon, and 
diesel engines, primarily on-road heavy-duty vehicles and international marine vessels, was 
responsible for nearly 99 percent of black carbon from these sources (Uherek et al. 2010).  

 
Figure 1-1: Historical Trends in Black Carbon Emissions from Surface Transportation (teragrams of black 
carbon per year).  
Source: Vurren et al (2011). Surface transportation updated from Bond et al. (2007); international shipping in 2000 from 
Eyring et al. (2010) and scaled backward using CO2 emission time series from Bugaug et al. (2009). 

Projections of future black carbon emissions prepared for the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report project a 
general decline in global black carbon emissions from all sources including transportation, of 44-57 
percent by 2100 (Vuuren et al. 2011). The decline is based on the assumption that countries will get 
richer over time, and as they get richer they will deal with their emission problems. However, black 
carbon emissions from surface transportation are not expected to decline in developing countries 
given the projected growth in vehicle activity and the slow rate of change in both fuel quality and in 
engine technology. 

Vehicle activity is projected to expand dramatically through 2050 (see Figure 1-2). Light-duty vehicles 
(LDV) will remain the largest contributor, followed by heavy-duty trucks; both are projected to 
increase as developing countries grow economically. Emissions of black carbon are expected to grow 
as well in the absence of stringent emission controls in certain critical regions.  

On a global basis, 10 countries or regions accounted for about 60 percent of black carbon emissions 
from on-road sources in 2010. As emissions decline in regions that require the best available control 
technologies, including Canada, the United States, the EU-27, and Japan, they will increase rapidly in 
regions where emissions controls lag. For example, India and China are projected to account for two-
thirds of BC emissions from global on-road transportation by 2030 (Figure 1-3). 
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Figure 1-2: Vehicle Activity Forecast By Region, to 2050. Source: Data from Facanha et al. (2012).     

 

 
Figure 1-3: Global Black Carbon Emissions from Transportation by Region among Top 10 Motorized Regions, 

2000-2050. Source: Data from Facanha et al. (2012). 
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1.2 Black Carbon as a Component of Particulate Matter 

Fuel sulfur content has the biggest impact on emissions, affecting direct sulfate emissions, an 
important component of particulate matter (PM), and limiting the use of engine and after-treatment 
technologies designed to reduce emissions. Diesel generated from non-petroleum sources can also 
produce slight differences in emissions. Biodiesel, for example, can produce lower overall tailpipe 
PM emissions but slightly higher nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions compared to conventional diesel 
fuel (because of the higher oxygen content of the fuel). 

Despite the versatility and efficiency of diesel engines, diesel vehicles have historically had higher 
PM and NOx emissions. PM mass emissions are much lower in gasoline, natural gas, or liquefied 
petroleum gas spark ignition engines.  

Particulate matter is generally divided into three groups, based on chemical and physical properties: 
(1) the solids fraction composed of elemental carbon and ash; (2) the soluble organic fraction, which 
is made up of organic material derived from engine lubricating oil and fuel; and (3) sulfate 
particulates that originate from the sulfur present in the fuel and lube oil. 

Table 1-1: Black Carbon Fraction of PM2.5 Emissions for Gasoline and Diesel Vehicle Types, by European 
Emission Standard 

Mode Fuel Uncontrolled Euro I Euro II Euro III Euro IV Euro V Euro VI 

LDV 
Gasoline 3% 23% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

Diesel 47% 70% 80% 72% 69% 25% 25% 

Bus 
Gasoline 3% 23% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

Diesel 50% 65% 65% 61% 83% 83% 7% 

LHDT 
Gasoline 3% 23% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

Diesel 47% 70% 81% 72% 69% 23% 25% 

MHDT 
Gasoline 3% 23% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

Diesel 46% 70% 80% 72% 68% 23% 25% 

HHDT 
Gasoline 3% 23% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

Diesel 51% 65% 65% 61% 83% 83% 8% 

Source: Based on Bond et al. (2007). 

As seen in Table 1-1, in the absence of a filter the majority of the particulate mass consists of black 
carbon.1 The fraction of engine particulate matter that is black carbon varies by fuel and engine type, 
measurement approach, duty cycle (the demand on the engine during the course of operation), and 
other variables. In California in 2006, black carbon (measured as elemental carbon) accounted for 
approximately 50 percent of PM2.5 emissions from the statewide fleet of diesel vehicles (Chow, 
Watson, Lowenthal, Chen, and Motallebi 2010). When measured on a per-vehicle basis, black carbon 
emissions can account for 80 percent of PM2.5 mass, particularly for diesel vehicles without the 
particulate filter that is required by Euro VI for vehicles with heavy-duty engines and by Euro 5 and 6 
for vehicles with light-duty engines. Report Objectives and Structure 

This study aims to inform the growing effort to control black carbon emissions (as part of particulate 
matter) from diesel vehicles while recognizing that developing countries face a number of on-the-

                                                           
1
 Elemental carbon is also used in this report to refer to black carbon; technically speaking, they are measured differently, 

which can produce differences in emissions estimates from a particular source. 
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ground implementation challenges and lack an analytical framework to factor the economic benefits 
of diesel emissions controls into a project’s cost-benefit analysis.   

Chapter 2 summarizes the current state of knowledge about impacts of BC emissions on climate and 
health. Chapter 3 discusses lessons from OECD countries on the application of strategies to reduce 
BC emissions and their implications for developing countries. Chapter 4 illustrates the application of 
a cost-benefit analysis framework to simulated projects, with and without the inclusion of BC 
emissions in the analysis; and the final chapter (Chapter 5) presents the conclusions of the report 
and suggests next steps.     

 



Diesel Black Carbon Impacts on Climate and Health 

2 Diesel Black Carbon Impacts on Climate and Health 

2.1 Climate 

Black carbon is a strongly light-absorbing carbonaceous aerosol produced under conditions of 
incomplete fossil fuel and biomass combustion. These very small particles consist of a mixture of 
graphitic and amorphous carbon. When emitted, they persist on average in the atmosphere for 
more than a week until they come into contact with a surface or are washed out of the atmosphere 
by precipitation. 

Three recently published assessments of the latest black carbon climate science have extensively 
reviewed and summarized this area of scientific literature (Bond et al. 2013; Shindell et al. 2011b; 
U.S. EPA 2012). Further discussion is included in Appendix A.  

Black carbon affects the climate directly by absorbing solar radiation or changing surface albedo and 
indirectly by affecting cloud brightness, emissivity, and lifetimes. Bond et al. (2013) find that the best 
estimate of total radiative forcing in the industrial period, accounting for all forcing pathways, 
including interaction with clouds and on the cryosphere, is +1.1 Wm-2 with an uncertainty range of 
0.17 Wm-2 to 2.1 Wm-2 . They conclude that, after CO2, black carbon is the second most important 
human emission in the present-day atmosphere in terms of its climate forcing.  

The particulate matter in diesel exhaust consists primarily of solid carbonaceous particles of black 
carbon and organic carbon, with the remaining mass composed of metals, ash, and semi-volatile 
organics and secondary particles such as sulfates and nitrates. Figure 2-1 shows the components of 
PM mass emissions from a typical heavy duty diesel engine without a particle filter. While CO2 is the 
dominant source of positive forcing from diesel emissions, strong radiative forcing is exerted by 
other pollutants as well, including organic carbon, black carbon, aerosol precursors such as SO2 and 
NO2 (which produce light scattering sulfates), carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 
and nitrogen oxide (NOx). The aerosols organic carbon, sulfates, and nitrates strongly reflect light 
and cause negative radiative forcing over relatively short time scales, thus offsetting the positive 
forcing from black carbon. As a result, the net climate forcing from black carbon emissions is 
assessed after accounting for the impacts of co-emitted pollutants.   

The transportation sector accounts for approximately 16 percent of the global annual mean 
anthropogenic radiative forcing of black carbon, the vast majority of which is from diesel-fueled 
vehicles (Koch et al. 2007). The net climate forcing from diesel combustion is highly contingent on 
the ratio of BC to cooling aerosols (U.S. EPA 2012; Ramana et al. 2010). This is illustrated in Figure 
2-2. On balance, Euro II heavy-duty vehicles are a valuable target for reducing climate impacts of 
short-lived forcing agents. Euro II heavy-duty vehicles cause net positive radiative forcing when all 
emissions components are considered, even when uncertainty in their forcing is included. Positive 
forcing is caused by black carbon in the atmosphere as well as ozone production via NOx. These 
effects may be offset by negative forcing from ammonia via NOx, although the magnitude of the 
ammonia effect is less certain. For a pre-regulation, light-duty diesel vehicle, black carbon emissions 
are greater, and this leads to a greater contribution to overall radiative forcing. But since emissions 
of other pollutants, such as sulfates, are also large, their effects (and uncertainties) are magnified. 
This contributes to overall uncertainty in the net effect of this vehicle type. Higher fuel sulfur 
content leads to higher sulfate emissions that cause direct negative forcing in the atmosphere and 
indirect negative forcing via the production of clouds. Additional negative forcing is generated by 
ammonia production as well as black carbon interactions with liquid clouds. Further research is 
needed to reduce uncertainty in the cloud effects to validate whether emissions from pre-regulation 
vehicles indeed cause the positive forcing. 
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Figure 2-1. Composition of PM Mass Emissions from a Conventional Heavy-duty Diesel Engine without a Particle Filter.  
Source: CARB 2011. 

The ratio of black carbon to total PM2.5 and other short-lived forcers varies among vehicles in 
relation to technology, fuel type, and maintenance practices, and can range from less than 10 
percent to greater than 80 percent. According to one estimate, the elimination of black carbon along 
with light-reflecting organic carbon and sulfates from transportation sources across the globe would 
reduce radiative forcing of transportation-related black carbon by an estimated 50 percent (Koch et 
al. 2007).  

A recent analysis that modeled the climate 
impacts of tight emissions control 
standards for gasoline and diesel-fueled 
transportation (equivalent to Euro 6/VI) 
demonstrated that the benefits of diesel 
emissions controls are affected by 
differences in regional climate and 
emissions. The reduction in sulfates 
necessary to implement tight standards 
could have a strong warming effect on its 
own, but this is mitigated in the Sahara 
and Arctic regions where bright underlying 
surfaces have a similar albedo to sulfates. 
In contrast, the warming effect may be 
magnified in regions where the underlying 
surface is much darker than sulfates 
(Shindell et al. 2011a). As a result, 
assessing the benefits of diesel controls 
may be more complicated once regional 
factors and the magnitude of baseline 
sulfate emissions are considered. 
Assuming adoption of tight emissions 
standards across the globe by 2030, 
however, negative forcing over all regions 
is expected relative to baseline 2030 
emissions. 

There is ongoing debate in the policy and 
scientific communities regarding the most 
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Figure 2-2. Climate Forcing of Black Carbon Emissions Sources, 
including Diesel Engines.  
Source: Bond et al 2013. 
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justifiable metric for a climate policy that includes short-lived and long-lived forcing agents. There is 
also a  movement toward a “two-basket” approach that uses time-scale appropriate metrics for 
SLCFs and LLCFs (Jackson 2009; Rypdal et al. 2005; Sarofim 2012; Smith et al. 2012). Bond et al. 
(2011) estimated 20-year and 100-year global average GWPs that include cryosphere effects and 
give detailed values for only energy-related sources of black carbon. Updated estimates published in 
Bond et al (2013) give GWP values of 3,200 on a 20-year time scale and 900 on a 100-year time 
scale. These values are used in this study. 

Appendix A provides additional information on the climate impacts of black carbon emissions from 
diesel vehicles. 

2.2 Health 

Factors such as engine type and operating conditions, fuel, and engine technology influence the 
characteristics of diesel exhaust, causing significant variation in the mix of exhaust gases and the size 
and composition of the particulate matter (Mauderly et al. 1994). Vehicle emissions undergo further 
near-road and atmospheric chemical transformations that result in the formation of secondary 
particles and gases. The health impacts of diesel exhaust depend not only on the magnitude of the 
emissions but also the proximity of emissions to populations and the specific chemical components 
of the emissions (HEI 2010). While epidemiological studies estimating the impact of PM exposure on 
health have used PM mass, another measure of impact is exposure to ultrafine particles, which is 
characterized by particle number and size distribution. 

2.2.1 Exposure to Diesel Exhaust 

Diesel emissions are a major contributor to overall air pollution. Multivariate receptor models are 
used to estimate the contribution of various combustion sources, including motor vehicles, to 
ambient PM concentrations (HEI 2010). Application of these models in urban areas across the globe 
has found that motor vehicle emissions contribute 5-55 percent of PM2.5 concentrations across U.S. 
cities; 53 percent in Barcelona, Spain; 2-12 percent in Beijing and 32-34 percent in Guangzhou, 
China; and 15-18 percent in Mumbai, India. When data in the literature is available to distinguish 
between diesel and gasoline vehicles, the highest published contribution of diesel vehicle exhaust to 
total ambient PM2.5 was 50 percent in the city of Atlanta between 1998 and 2000 (HEI 2010).  

Total population exposure to diesel exhaust may be underestimated by only considering its 
contribution to ambient pollution. A disproportionate share of exposure to traffic-related pollutants-
-up to 50 percent in the U.S.--takes place within vehicles or near roads, two microenvironments 
where exhaust concentrations are much higher (HEI 2010). High roadside concentrations are a major 
source of exposure in urban areas with heavy vehicle and foot traffic, and these high concentrations 
are a growing concern in developing countries undergoing rapid urbanization (Han 2006). 

2.2.2 Health Effects of Diesel Exhaust 

Emissions from diesel engines and other mobile sources are known to have serious health impacts. 
The International Agency for Research on Cancer added diesel exhaust to its list of known 
carcinogens in 2012 based on historical studies of occupational exposure (International Agency for 
Research on Cancer 2012). A comprehensive review of the health effects of traffic-related emissions 
was published by the Health Effects Institute in 2010; it concluded that the existing evidence base is 
suggestive of causal associations between traffic exposure and all-cause mortality, asthma onset and 
exacerbation in children, respiratory symptoms in adults, decreased lung function, and 
cardiovascular mortality and morbidity (HEI 2010). Among the key findings, the study concluded that 
a causal relationship exists between traffic exposure and exacerbation of asthma and that 
individuals living within 300-500 meters from a highway or a major road are within a high exposure 
zone for traffic emissions. The study did not identify a single pollutant surrogate for traffic-related 
emissions, which potentially increases the complexity and burden of undertaking source-specific 
health impact studies.  
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Two components of diesel exhaust, particulate matter and SO2, are recognized by the U.S. EPA and 
the WHO as hazardous pollutants. Expert consensus, expressed in a scientific statement by the 
American Heart Association, is that exposure to PM2.5 can trigger cardiovascular events and reduce 
life expectancy (Brook et al. 2010). There is less certainty about whether SO2 directly causes health 
problems, but both the WHO and the EPA recommend SO2 concentration limits based on the 
pollutant’s association with changes in pulmonary function, childhood respiratory disease, and all-
age mortality.  

2.2.3 PM Components, including Black Carbon 

Specific elemental components of particulate matter may contribute differently to PM toxicity 
(Laden et al. 2000; Franklin et al. 2008), but which components of PM are most toxic remains an 
active area of inquiry (Kennedy 2007; Bell 2012). There is evidence that, in the past, PM from mobile 
sources had a higher toxicity than from other sources (Laden et al. 2000).  

In this study, the health impacts of black carbon are considered equivalent to PM health impacts, in 
line with the mainstream health impact assessment approaches of both the WHO and the EPA. 
Several ongoing studies are now investigating whether the high BC content of diesel PM may 
influence its toxicity. Recent reports by the EPA and the WHO recognize associations between BC 
and a continuum of cardiovascular and respiratory effects but conclude that it is not currently 
possible to distinguish the health impacts of BC from PM2.5 (U.S. EPA 2012; Janssen et al. 2012). 
Toxicological studies suggest that BC in its pure form may not be toxic, but it may function as a 
carrier of toxins to the lungs, the body’s major defense cells, and possibly the blood circulation 
system (Janssen et al. 2012). The higher share of black carbon in diesel exhaust would help to 
explain the toxicity of this emission source. Based on the evidence that black carbon is an efficient 
transporter of toxic compounds into the lungs, a strategy to reduce black carbon emissions from 
diesel vehicles (and, by implication, particulate matter) would produce health benefits.  

Appendix B provides additional information on the health impacts of emissions from diesel vehicles. 
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3 Diesel Black Carbon Emissions Control Strategies 

No country or jurisdiction directly regulates diesel black carbon. A wide range of strategies and 
policies have been implemented, however, to effectively control black carbon. Practices in OECD 
nations in particular provide lessons for developing countries to address diesel emissions. Many 
changes to both vehicles and fuels require government regulation, good governance, and local 
capacity in order to be successful. In regions with little experience in advanced or technology-based 
diesel BC emissions control, demonstrations and locally focused projects may be appropriate to 
build capacity and prove effectiveness before scaling-up solutions to the regional or national level. 

A vehicle emissions reduction program often focuses on three areas: new vehicles, fuels, and the in-
use fleet. In some countries it may make sense to start with the in-use fleet and transportation 
demand management. In certain cases, fiscal policies can be effective tools to complement 
mandatory regulatory requirements. The order or priority in approach should be dictated by the 
baseline technology, the rate of growth of the fleet, the feasibility of available options, the 
institutional capacity to support the intervention, and other local considerations. Successful 
strategies tend to take a holistic approach that integrates all maximum feasible and cost-effective 
emissions reduction strategies. 

3.1  Emissions Control Technologies 

The technological strategies used to control particulate matter can be classified as in-cylinder or 
after-treatment. In addition, reducing fuel and engine lubricant sulfur levels lowers sulfate PM 
emissions. This section looks at the various emissions control technologies and their impacts on 
reducing harmful pollutants. 

3.1.1 In-Cylinder PM Control 

Advanced engine calibration techniques and the implementation of electronic controls in new diesel 
engines have improved air-fuel mixtures and produced significant in-cylinder emissions reductions in 
both PM and NOx. Emissions of PM can be reduced by changes in engine design that adjust the 
mixture of fuel and air in the engine cylinder. The fuel injection system design should also be 
carefully matched to the air management system. The main goal is to control the local concentration 
of fuel and air inside the combustion chamber and to avoid the conditions that lead to PM 
formation.  

3.1.2 PM After-treatment Devices 

Diesel Oxidation Catalysts 

A diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC) is a flow-through catalytic converter that oxidizes pollutants such as 
CO, HC, and the soluble organic fraction (SOF) of PM to carbon dioxide (CO2) and water in the 
oxygen-rich diesel exhaust stream. A DOC is effective at oxidizing the SOF and gaseous HC but does 
not reduce the number or mass of exhaust soot particles. Reductions of 20-50 percent in overall PM 
emissions (mass basis) from DOCs have been reported (Chatterjee et al. 2008; NESCAUM 1999; 
Walker 2004). Performance of the DOC can be adversely affected, however, by diesel fuel sulfur 
content. PM emissions will increase if sulfur levels are above 150 parts per million, attributable to 
the increase in SO2 emissions and conversion to SO4. Although DOCs have been shown to reduce a 
portion of the total PM mass, they do not significantly reduce particle number or black carbon mass 
emissions because they do not collect or burn the soot portion of the exhaust (Chatterjee et al. 
2008).  

Partial Flow Technology 

A partial flow technology (PFT) system or partial flow filter is a PM reduction device consisting of a 
DOC and a flow-through filter element. The soluble organic fraction portion of the exhaust is 
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oxidized in the DOC as described in the previous section, and then some portion of the remaining 
soot is captured and combusted in the filter. 

Although PFT systems are generally more effective than the DOC in lowering PM mass—reductions 
are typically cited as being greater than 50 percent (Chatterjee et al. 2008; Jacobs et al. 2006)—the 
performance and durability of these systems have yet to be fully characterized in the published 
literature.  

Diesel Particulate Filters  

A wall flow diesel particulate filter (DPF) is a filter designed to capture and eliminate solid 
accumulation mode carbonaceous particles from diesel vehicle engine exhaust. Figure 3-1 illustrates 
how exhaust gases are redirected and channeled through porous walls as they escape to the filter 
exit. After the PM is trapped in the filter, the next stage is to combust these carbonaceous particles. 
There are two basic methods for combusting the captured PM: passive regeneration and active 
regeneration.  

 

Figure 3-1: Diesel Particulate Filter Operation. 

In passive regeneration, trapped PM is combusted at the high temperatures achieved during the 
normal operation of the vehicle—neither the vehicle operator nor the engine management system 
needs to induce the regeneration process. To facilitate combustion under normal operating 
temperatures (200-400ºC for most heavy-duty vehicles), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) can be introduced. 
This oxidation can occur upstream of the filter with the aid of a diesel oxidation catalyst, and this 
design is referred to as a continuously regenerating DPF.   

In active regeneration, sophisticated engine controls measure back pressure in the filter (which 
increases as PM accumulates). When pressure reaches a certain level, excess fuel is injected either 
into the combustion cylinder or directly into the exhaust. Typically, the fuel is injected directly into 
the exhaust upstream of the DOC. The fuel is then oxidized in the oxidation catalyst, causing an 
exothermic reaction that increases the temperature of the exhaust gas. The resultant heat causes 
the DPF temperatures to rise, initiating the oxidation of the PM. Actively regenerated wall flow DPFs 
increase fuel consumption to levels that are higher than any of the other PM control technologies 
listed here. 

Of the three particulate control technologies, the wall flow DPF is the most efficient, with mass basis 
PM reductions typically cited between 85-95 percent (Kleeman, Schauer, and Cass 2000; Walker 
2004). In addition to effectively filtering and combusting PM mass, particle number reductions can 
be on the order of 99.5 percent or higher when compared with direct engine emissions (Maus and 
Brück 2007; Vaaraslahti et al. 2006). The durability and long-term performance of DPF systems for a 
wide variety of heavy-duty applications have been well established, including for buses, municipal 
vehicles, long haulers, and construction equipment. Hundreds of thousands of DPFs have been 
installed on new vehicles as well as retrofitted in older ones. 
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In any DPF using a catalyst (either a DPF that has catalyzed filter media or one being used upstream 
in the form of a DOC), sulfur—in competing for space on the catalyst surface—has similar negative 
effects to those discussed with regard to DOCs. Operation of a passive DPF with higher-sulfur fuels 
can cause the filter to be overloaded with soot, leading to uncontrolled soot burning and permanent 
damage to both the filter and the vehicle. Actively regenerated DPFs, meanwhile, can experience 
increased back pressure under high sulfate levels, requiring more frequent regeneration. This 
translates into penalties in the form of higher fuel consumption and shorter maintenance intervals 
(Chatterjee et al. 2008). 

3.2 New Vehicle Emissions and Fuel Quality Standards 

Emissions standards, which limit the amount of a pollutant released by or evaporated from vehicles 
and engines during a predefined driving test, are a crucial element of all vehicle emissions control 
programs. Vehicle standards go hand in hand with fuel quality requirements (notably limits on sulfur 
emissions) that enable advanced emissions control technologies to be optimized. Compliance and 
enforcement measures are fundamental to a successful emissions control program because they 
ensure standards are met over a vehicle’s useful life. The UNEP’s Partnership for Clean Fuels and 
Vehicles (PCFV) program provides an updated map of diesel fuel sulfur levels globally as of June 
2012 (PCFV, 2014). It shows that some cities even in developing countries have access to lower 
sulfur diesel than available nationwide.  

The emissions limit standard values for diesel PM in the European Union (EU), the United States, the 
State of California (which has leeway from the U.S. government to set its own air quality standards), 
and Japan set global precedents for diesel emissions control. The emissions limits in these regions 
are based on the reductions that were achievable by the best available technologies considered at 
the time of policy adoption. Other aspects, such as cost-effectiveness and safety, are also taken into 
consideration. In addition, changes in engine technology and after-treatment devices have allowed 
for a steady tightening of emissions standards over time.  

Although no jurisdiction has adopted emissions standards for diesel black carbon, emissions 
standards for PM2.5, particularly the U.S. 2007 and European Euro 5/V and 6/VI standards, set limits 
that require particulate filters on diesel vehicles and are highly effective at reducing black carbon. In 
order to enable the effective use of particulate filters, however, the sulfur content of diesel fuel 
must be lowered through fuel quality standards. Desulfurization alone can moderately reduce total 
PM2.5 vehicle emissions, but significant reductions in black carbon only become possible starting at 
50 ppm (i.e., when the particulate filter is able to function properly). 

Extensive programs have been carried out in the United States, the European Union, and Japan to 
understand the linkage between vehicle technology, fuel quality, and emission levels.2 Fuel 
improvements can play an important part in reducing pollutant emissions; the adoption of better 
technologies, including after-treatment devices required to meet Euro 6/VI standards and beyond, 
can enable further reductions in emissions. Desulfurization alone, however, is not an effective black 
carbon emissions control strategy. 

3.3 In-use Emissions Reduction Strategies 

A comprehensive vehicle emissions reduction strategy includes programs to reduce emissions from 
vehicles already on the road. A wide range of strategies is available to address the diverse nature of 
legacy fleets in terms of vehicle ages, types, and locations.  

                                                           

2 The Auto/Oil Air Quality Improvement Research Program (AQIRP) established in the United States in 1989 included major 
oil companies, automakers, and four associate members. A test program called the European Programme on Emissions, 
Fuels, and Engine Technologies (EPEFE) was initiated by the European Commission and joined by the auto and oil 
industries. The Japan Clean Air Program (JCAP) was formed by the Petroleum Energy Center as a joint research program of 
the auto and oil industries and supported by the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry. 
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Mandatory periodic inspections, remote sensing, and spotter programs are important tools to help 
regulators ensure that private consumers maintain their vehicles. For captive fleets—such as urban 
buses and municipal service vehicles—strong centralized service facilities, regular maintenance 
training, and, if necessary, additional maintenance-related regulations (such as required daily visual 
inspections of emissions control equipment prior to operation) are desirable.  

The following is a summary of various in-use strategies. 

3.3.1 Scrappage and Replacement of Older Vehicles 

Scrappage programs are designed to eliminate high-emitting vehicles from the fleet. These typically 
target older vehicles meeting less stringent emissions standards and operating with degraded 
pollution control equipment. Scrappage programs can be designed to accomplish the dual goals of 
reducing emissions and stimulating economic growth; for example, programs can be structured so 
that the owner of a scrapped vehicle must simultaneously purchase a new or newer vehicle with 
more stringent emissions standards. 

3.3.2 Retrofits of Older Vehicles 

Retrofits are best applied toward vehicles with some useful life and for which scrappage is not cost-
effective. Retrofits most appropriate to diesel black carbon control include the installation of diesel 
particulate filters where low-sulfur diesel fuel is available. Many diesel emissions reduction 
programs in the United States, such as the EPA’s National Clean Diesel Campaign, also fund vehicle 
“repowers”— the replacement of a vehicle’s engine with a newer one manufactured to more strict 
emissions control standards or one burning a cleaner fuel (e.g., compressed natural gas). 

3.3.3 Compliance Programs 

Compliance programs are implemented by governments to ensure that vehicles throughout their 
useful life meet the emissions limits for which they are certified. These compliance programs are not 
effective, however, at controlling emissions of legacy vehicles already on the road. Furthermore, 
compliance programs can only feasibly be implemented in countries with a sizable domestic vehicle 
manufacturing industry and sufficient technical capacity to conduct in-use emissions testing—a 
particular challenge for heavy-duty vehicles. Developed countries and regions such as the United 
States, Japan, and the European Union have mature compliance programs; some developing 
countries, including China, have begun developing heavy-duty vehicle compliance programs for their 
domestic fleets. 

3.3.4 Inspection and Maintenance Programs 

Inspection and maintenance (I/M) programs require vehicle owners to regularly certify the emissions 
performance of their vehicles at an authorized emissions test facility. Vehicles whose emissions 
exceed a certain threshold are generally required to undergo repair or maintenance. Experience 
suggests that I/M programs must be carefully planned and implemented in order to both gain public 
support and be cost-effective (Hausker 2004).  

3.3.5 Spotter Programs 

A “spotter” program is an initiative that trains citizens to report vehicles visibly emitting smoke from 
their tailpipes. Based on the reported license plate information of the smoky vehicle, regulators 
identify the vehicle owner and require him or her to seek repairs. Hong Kong has one of the most 
developed spotter programs in the world, and it has resulted in thousands of high-emitting vehicles 
being tested and repaired each year (Cheng 2010). 
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3.3.6 Fleet Maintenance 

Maintenance is especially important on vehicles that must meet more stringent standards requiring 
advanced pollution control technologies (such as diesel particulate filters), as these vehicles must be 
carefully monitored to ensure proper functionality and to prevent engine damage.   

3.3.7 Prevention of Vehicle Overloading 

Vehicles are certified to meet emissions limits up to a specified vehicle weight or maximum loading. 
Overloading of heavy-duty vehicles can significantly increase the share of high emitting vehicles in 
the fleet (Cai and Wang 2004). Programs to reduce overloading (e.g., through mandatory weigh 
stations along freight truck routes, with heavy fines for violations) will thus reduce emissions.  

3.3.8 Complementary or Enabling Strategies 

Most of the in-use emissions control strategies described here target direct reductions of vehicle 
emissions through engine, vehicle, or fuel modification. Complementary measures include programs 
that seek to reduce emissions through limits on vehicle operation in certain regions, fiscal 
disincentives for operating high-emissions vehicles, programs and policies to reduce emissions 
through behavioral changes, and other indirect, non-vehicle-specific programs such as road 
improvements and intermodal shifting. Examples include the creation of low-emissions zones in 
cities, levying pollution taxes on certain types or ages of vehicles, and anti-idling regulations.  

3.4 Fiscal Policies for Reducing Diesel Black Carbon 

Fiscal policies have been used successfully in some regions to support fuel quality improvement and 
vehicle emissions reduction programs. Although there are no established best practices for the 
design of specific fiscal policies targeting black carbon, the following examples highlight some 
international experiences in the use of fiscal policies for general control of the environmental 
impacts of motor vehicles. 

3.4.1 Fiscal Policies to Encourage Higher Quality Fuel Supply 

There are several examples of countries or regions using differential taxation, tax incentives, and/or 
direct subsidies to refiners to accelerate the supply of lower sulfur fuels.  

In Japan, the national government instituted direct tax incentives in two phases (from 1990-1992 
and from 1993-1997) to subsidize refinery investments in reducing sulfur in diesel fuel, first to below 
2,000 ppm and then to 500 ppm. Refineries had a choice of a 7-percent deduction in corporate taxes 
or a 30-percent accelerated depreciation on purchased equipment (Gallagher and Oliver 2005). The 
city of Tokyo subsequently (in 2001) initiated a two-year incentive program to subsidize up to 10 yen 
per liter for oil companies that supplied ≤ 50 ppm sulfur diesel fuel. These regulations quickly 
sparked negotiations at the national level between multiple ministries; the outcome of these 
negotiations was the nationwide availability of 50 ppm sulfur diesel by mid-2003, 21 months earlier 
than required by the national regulation. In 2005, 10 ppm near-zero sulfur fuel became available 
nationwide, two years ahead of schedule (Takahashi 2011). Since vehicular emissions are the 
dominant source of black carbon in Tokyo, these policies led to direct and significant reductions (80 
percent) in mass concentration of black carbon between 2003-2010 (Kondo et al 2012).  

To promote the supply of 50 ppm diesel fuel in Hong Kong, the government in July 2000 reduced by 
half the import duty for that fuel. Within two months, 50 ppm sulfur diesel became the main diesel 
fuel supplied at local filling stations (Hung 2004). A similar strategy was adopted to promote 10 ppm 
sulfur diesel, and the government continued to waive the concessionary duty for 10 ppm sulfur 
diesel fuel even after the 10 ppm sulfur limit was mandated in July 2010. 

In the UK, the conversion of the diesel motor fuel market to 50 ppm diesel was achieved six years 
ahead of the EU schedule and well ahead of most other EU member states. This can largely be 
attributed to a series of 50 ppm diesel tax incentives, which began in fiscal year 1997 and ratcheted 
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up each year until full market penetration of 50 ppm diesel was achieved in 2000 (HM Customs and 
Excise 2000). The UK’s fuel tax incentive was accompanied by vehicle tax incentives. In 1998-1999, 
when a 2-pence tax differential in 50 ppm and conventional (> 50 ppm) diesel was introduced, the 
government also reduced the vehicle excise duty (VED) of £500 for heavy-duty diesel vehicles that 
had particulate traps and other pollutant abatement technologies installed (meeting a preexisting 
Reduced Pollution Certificate qualification). The following year, the VED reduction increased to 
£1,000. The incentives for cleaner fuel and cleaner vehicles worked together to promote a rapid shift 
to a cleaner diesel fleet in the UK and significantly reduced PM emissions (by 21 percent in 1999 
alone) (Olivastri and M. Williamson 2000). 

In Germany, the government focused on improving air quality from transportation in order to 
achieve health benefits. The German government in 2001 rolled out a series of fiscal measures for 
the early introduction of diesel and gasoline with ≤ 50-ppm sulfur content. The government also 
issued an extra tax of three pfennigs/liter on fuel with a higher-than-50 ppm sulfur level, beginning 
in November 2001, in order to create a financial disincentive to use that fuel. The government later 
extended the three pfennigs/liter extra tax on fuel with higher than 10-ppm sulfur content 
(beginning on January 1, 2003). As early as 2004, virtually all fuel sold in Germany contained ≤ 10-
ppm sulfur, with only minimal and short-lived fuel price disruptions due to competition and gains in 
efficiency from refining technology. Selected fiscal policies to promote lower sulfur fuels are 
summarized in Table 3-1.  

Table 3-1: Summary of Selected Fiscal Policy Support for Fuel Desulfurization 

Policy Type Region Magnitude Result 

Tax 

Differentials at 

the Pump 

Hong Kong HK$ 0.89/L for 50-ppm 
difference; HK$ 0.56/L for 10-
ppm 

Became the first region to introduce 
50-ppm sulfur diesel in Asia 

Exclusive availability of 10-ppm sulfur 
diesel by 2008  

 United Kingdom 1-3 pence/L from 1997-1999 Rapid transition to full 50-ppm diesel 
market in 1999 

 Germany An extra 3 pfennigs/L tax on 
diesel greater than 50 ppm 
sulfur in 2001 

Extended the 3 pfennigs/L extra 
tax for diesel with sulfur ≥10 

ppm in 2003 

Rapid shift to 50-ppm and 10-ppm 
sulfur diesel 

Tax Incentive 

for Refiners 

Japan (national) 7% deduction in corporate tax, 
or a 30% accelerated 
depreciation on equipment 
purchase 

5,000-ppm2,000-ppm(1992)500-
ppm (1997) 

 United States $0.05 per gallon of 15-ppm 
diesel for small refiners 

Shift to 30-ppm average gasoline in 
2006, 15- ppm diesel in 2009 

Direct 

Government 

Subsidy to 

Refiners 

Tokyo  10 yen/L  500-ppm  50-ppm (2003) 10-ppm 
(2005) respectively 21 months and 2 
years ahead of national regulatory 
schedule 
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3.4.2 Fiscal Policies to Discourage the Use of Higher Emitting Vehicles 

Fiscal policies have also been used to discourage the use of higher emitting vehicles. Subsidies to 
vehicle owners to scrap older, high-emitting vehicles prior to the end of their useful life is one 
approach that has been used in both developed and developing nations and regions 

California has one of the world’s longest-running voluntary, subsidized vehicle scrappage programs. 
From 1998-2010 and with almost $700 million in funding, the Carl Moyer Program resulted in the 
cleanup of nearly 25,000 engines. Among the benefits was an estimated reduction of 6,000 tons of 
PM in emissions in the state. Funding through the Carl Moyer Program covers new purchases, fleet 
modernization (scrappage and replacement), repowers, and retrofits for both on-road and off-road 
vehicles.  

China has, with mixed results, aggressively pursued vehicle scrappage to achieve conventional 
pollutant emissions reductions through the use of fiscal policies. The Ministry of Environmental 
Protection has an ambitious goal to retire approximately 10 million “yellow-label” vehicles (diesel 
vehicles not meeting the Euro 3/III standard and gasoline vehicles not meeting the Euro 1/I 
standard) by the end of 2015. Both national and local subsidies have been implemented to support 
this goal. National subsidies of 3,000-6,000 RMB ($460-$920) were insufficient when offered in 
2009; the subsidies were raised to 6,000-18,000 RMB ($920-$2,800) in 2010 (MOF 2009; MOF and 
MOC 2010). It remains unclear, however, how successful the 2009-2010 subsidies program was and 
the program was not renewed.   

Local-level subsidy programs to match or exceed national-level subsidies have proven to be much 
more successful in China. To date, Beijing has been the most successful city to encourage voluntary 
early retirement of yellow-label vehicles. Beginning in 2008, Beijing offered additional subsidies, 
graduated by vehicle age and ranging from 1,000-5,500 RMB ($150-$850) per vehicle, for the 
scrappage of yellow-label vehicles.  

Subsidy levels have been revised twice and are now as high as 17,200 RMB ($2,650) per vehicle 
(Beijing EPB 2011). Beijing’s voluntary scrappage program is further bolstered by a Low Emission 
Zone which prohibits yellow-label vehicles from entering the city center. Since Beijing’s program 
does not require verification of vehicle retirement to qualify for subsidies, however, it is unclear how 
many of these vehicles were transferred outside of the city limits and continue to pollute other 
areas of the country. 

Mexico City launched a program in 2001 to renew public transportation buses called “Programa de 
Sustitución de Microbuses por Autobuses Nuevos.” In that year, 90% of microbuses were model year 
1993 or older, so they were not fitted with any pollutant control systems. Emissions from buses 
were 11.7% of total emissions from the transport sector. The program gives owners of pre-1995 
buses up to $7,700 USD as a down payment for the purchase of a replacement vehicle. In order to 
qualify for the fiscal bonus, vehicle owners provide all legal documents for the vehicle to 
demonstrate good standing and must prove the economic solvency of their business.  

Furthermore, vehicle owners must submit their old vehicles to a certified scrapyard to be destroyed. 
Through this program and the introduction of diesel particle filters in some new vehicles, the Mexico 
City government aims to reduce bus NOx emissions by 10 percent and bus CO, PM10 and PM2.5 
emissions by 90 percent in the fleet of 13,000 buses (Gaurav et al., 2014). 

A second type of fiscal policy used to discourage the use of high-emitting vehicles is a direct 
pollution tax. Both Germany and Switzerland levy differentiated taxes on heavy-duty trucks based on 
their certified emissions standard. In Switzerland, a performance-related heavy vehicle fee (HVF) is 
levied on all heavy-duty trucks traveling on public highways in the country. The tax rates by 
emissions standard are divided into three categories: the highest taxation rate per kilometer is 
levied on Euro 0, I, and II vehicles, the middle rate is levied on Euro III vehicles, and the lowest tax 
rate is levied on heavy vehicles certified to Euro IV or higher standards. Enforcement is achieved 
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through the use of installed recording devices or electronic identification cards carried by drivers 
that contain information on the vehicle’s distance traveled and certified emissions standard 
(Switzerland FDF 2011).  

There are also a variety of global precedents for the use of fiscal policies to promote improvements 
in vehicle efficiency and/or CO2 performance. When choosing a new vehicle, consumers typically 
have a much larger array of choices regarding vehicle efficiency than they do for conventional 
pollution performance; nevertheless, lessons learned in the establishment of fiscal policies for 
vehicle efficiency in OECD countries point to best practices for the design and implementation of 
effective fiscal policy in non-OECD countries.  

3.5 Scaling up Diesel Black Carbon Emissions Reduction Programs 

Some of the diesel black carbon emissions reduction strategies described in this report – such as fuel 
quality improvement programs, new vehicle emission standards, and I/M programs – apply to entire 
fleets or classes of vehicles within a region. Other strategies – such as scrappage, retrofit programs, 
and clean fuel vehicle replacements – are targeted interventions that apply to a small and specific 
group of vehicles only. In both cases, two key principles have been found to be important for 
supporting the scaling up of such programs to a broader regional or national level.  

Pilot projects to demonstrate effectiveness and build capacity are critical to ensuring sustained, 
broader success. In Beijing, for example, a successful 2005-2007 urban bus diesel particulate filter 
retrofit pilot led to the retrofitting of 10,000 buses before the Olympics. The program also 
demonstrated the importance of low sulfur fuel. In Mexico City, a 2004 urban bus DPF retrofit pilot 
led to a shortened timeline for the city-wide ULSD rollout. 

Government engagement and support at the national level can help in sharing lessons learned with 
other cities/regions in a country as well as in scaling-up local experiences to the national level. 
However, institutional capacity at the local level is necessary to enable scale-up. In China, for 
example, although municipal environmental protection bureaus are charged with I/M program 
implementation and oversight, the program structure, approved test procedures, and limit values 
are established at the provincial level based on guidance documents issued by the national 
government. The Ministry of Environmental Protection supports program development throughout 
the country by leading training programs, maintaining a national database of testing information, 
and conducting laboratory testing to confirm local-level results and improve local testing capacity. 

3.6 Regional- and Country-level Road Maps for the OECD and Developing Countries 

Policies in OECD countries, notably in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Japan, have yielded a 
dramatic decline in fleet-wide emissions of diesel particulate matter with concomitant reductions in 
black carbon. This success has been guided by two fundamental principles for policy design and 
implementation. First, vehicles and fuels are treated as a single system. Second, emissions standards 
are based on emissions levels and guided by best available control technology.  

The United States and Europe have adopted two different strategies for diesel emissions control. 
The United States takes a fuel-neutral approach, whereby diesel, gasoline, and any other fuel type is 
required to achieve the same emissions performance. In contrast, the European approach sets 
different emissions standards for gasoline and diesel fuel. The Europeans also regulate both particle 
mass and the total number of particles emitted in vehicle exhaust. In contrast, the United States only 
regulates particle mass. Both Europe and the United States, however, establish different standards 
for light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles. The U.S. approach has been adopted by Canada and Mexico, 
while the European approach has been adopted by a larger number of countries (e.g., China, India, 
Brazil, Russia, Turkey, Thailand, Australia, Argentina, and South Africa). 

In practice, both the United States and Europe have followed a policy road map that defines 
increasingly stringent emissions standards. Developing countries could also choose to follow a 
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similar road map or leapfrog to the most stringent standards. All things being equal, the latter option 
could confer not only more rapid health and climate benefits but also more cost-effective emission 
reductions. 

All black carbon control has historically been achieved through limits on particulate matter, although 
each emissions standard for particulate matter differs in its effectiveness at reducing black carbon. 
The most stringent emissions standards in the United States for diesel black carbon are the Tier II 
and U.S. 2007 standards for light-duty and heavy-duty vehicle particulate matter, respectively. The 
most stringent limits in Europe are the Euro 6 standards for light-duty diesel vehicles and the Euro VI 
standards for heavy-duty diesel vehicles. 

Future reductions in diesel particulate matter and black carbon emissions in OECD countries will 
require the adoption of best-practice tailpipe emission standards outside of the European Union, the 
United States, Canada, Iceland, and Japan (see Tables 3-2 and 3-3). This entails alignment by 
important OECD countries such as Mexico, Chile, Turkey, New Zealand, and South Korea. Switzerland 
has adopted emissions standards harmonized with the European standards. 

Table 3-2, 3-3, 3-4 and 3-5 outline broad policy road maps for non-OECD countries. Among these 

countries and regions, none has adopted emissions limits for diesel particulate matter equivalent to 

the best practices found in OECD countries. Brazil and Russia are the furthest along in policy 

adoption; China and India have made significant progress. 

Table 3-2: Policy Road Map
3
 for Light-duty Vehicle Diesel PM Emissions Standards in OECD

4
 Countries 

Region Engine Mods Euro 1 Euro 2 Euro 3 Euro 4 Euro 5 Euro 6 

Australia 1976 1996 2003  2007 2013 2018 

Canada  1980 1984 1995  2004 2008 

Chile   1994  2006 *2011/2013 2015 

EU-28  1992 1996 2000 2005 2010 2015 

Iceland  1992 1996 2000 2005 2010 2015 

Israel    2002 2007 2009 2015 

Japan 1986 1994 1997 2002 2005  2009 

Mexico  1999 2001 2003   2017 

New Zealand   2006  2008 2012 2018 

South Korea 1990 1995  2005 2006 2011 2015 

Switzerland  1992 1996 2000 2005 2010 2015 

Turkey  2002   2009 2012 2015 

United States  1980 1984 1995  2004 2008 

 
  

                                                           
3
 Euro-equivalent standards were identified for US, Canada, and Japan who do not follow the Euro standards. 

4
 The blue colored values are from the policy road map developed by ICCT (Chambliss et al., 2013).  
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Table 3-3: Policy Road Map for Heavy-duty Diesel PM Emissions Standards in OECD
5
 Countries 

Region Engine Mods Euro I Euro II Euro III Euro IV Euro V Euro VI 

Australia 1976 1996  2003  2011 2018 

Canada 1990 1992  1994   2007 

Chile  1994 2006 *2006 *2012  *2015/2017 

EU-28  1992 1997 2001 2006 2009 2014 

Iceland  1992 1997 2001 2006 2009 2014 

Israel      2009 2015 

Japan 1988 1994 1997 2003 2005  2009 

Mexico 1990 1993  1994   2017 

New Zealand     2008 2011 2018 

South Korea 1990 1995 1998 2002 2004 2009 2015 

Switzerland  1992 1997 2001 2006 2009 2014 

Turkey  2001   2007 2012 2015 

United States 1990 1992  1994   2007 

 
Table 3-4: Policy Road map

6
 for Light-duty Vehicle Diesel PM Emission Standards

7
 in Developing Countries 

Region Engine Mods Euro 1 Euro 2 Euro 3 Euro 4 Euro 5 Euro 6 

Africa  2005 2015  2020 2025  

Brazil 1995 1999 2003 2007 2009 2014 2017 

China 1994 2000 *2003/ 2005 *2006/ 2008 *2009/ 2013 *2014/2015 *2016/ 2018 

India 1992 2000 *2001/2005 *2005/2010 *2010 2016 2020 

Middle East  2002 2010  2017 2022  

Asia Pacific 40  2000 2010 2015  2020 2025 

Non-EU Europe  2000 2005 2010  2015 2020 

Latin America 31  2000 2005 2010  2017 2020 

Russia 1990 1999 2006 2008 2013 2015 2020 

 
Table 3-5: Policy Road Map for Heavy-duty Vehicle Diesel PM Emission Standards

8
 in Developing Countries 

Region Engine Mods Euro I Euro II Euro III Euro IV Euro V Euro VI 

Africa  2005   2020   

Brazil 1993 1996 2000 2006  2012 2016 

China  *2000/2001 *2003/2004 *2006/2008 *2009/2013 2015 2018 

India 1992 2000 *2003/ 2005 *2005/ 2010 *2010/ 2016 2020 

Middle East  2000   2017   

Asia Pacific 40  2005 2015  2020  2025 

Non-EU Europe  2000 2010 2015 2017  2020 

Latin America 31  2000 2010 2015 2020  2025 

Russia   2006 2008 2013 2015 2020 

                                                           
5
 Ibid. 

6
 Policy timelines for emerging countries with major vehicle markets (i.e., China, India, Brazil, Mexico, and Russia) were 
developed based on communication with local and international policy experts. Timelines account for proposed or 
planned regulations and the availability of low-sulfur diesel. The implementation schedule also accounts for necessary 
regulatory lead time and coordination between vehicle emission and fuel efficiency standards (Chambliss et al., 2013). 

7
 The red color represents the emission standards adopted by the country and blue represents the year in which ICCT 

projects that new standards will be adopted (Chambliss et al., 2013). 
8
 Ibid  
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Main Issues Affecting Diesel Emissions Policy in Developing Countries 

Experience with advanced emissions control devices in vehicles is limited in developing countries, 
which raises concerns regarding the realistic implementation of stringent emissions control 
standards. 

Increased up-front vehicle costs, particularly in diesel vehicles, may be a significant barrier to 
achieving fleets of advanced clean vehicles. The cost of taking a 4-cylinder 1.5L gasoline engine from 
no emissions controls to the most stringent proposed EU standard (Euro 6) is about $360, whereas 
the cost of taking a 4-cylinder 1.5L diesel engine from no emission controls to Euro 6 standard is 
about $1,400 -- and the cost for heavy-duty diesel vehicles is approximately 4-5 times higher.  

Emissions from gasoline engines can be reduced to very low levels through precise air-fuel control 
and catalytic after-treatment. Controlling emissions of NOx and PM from diesel engines, however, is 
more complex and requires a combination of technologies for air management, fuel injection 
control, after-treatment, and system integration. These carry substantially higher costs relative to 
gasoline engine controls. 

3.6.1 Maintenance Costs 

Maintenance costs are expected to be low in developing countries. The difference between gasoline 
Euro 4 and Euro 6 passenger vehicles, for example, is limited to in-engine modifications that require 
no additional vehicle owner intervention and result in near zero additional maintenance costs.  

Euro 6 diesel passenger vehicles differ from Euro 4 vehicles in the adoption of after-treatment 
emissions control systems which may require more active maintenance. Diesel particulate filter 
(DPF) systems on passenger vehicles require cleaning every 1,000 hours of vehicle operation; the 
costs are primarily labor-related. For a vehicle that operates 500 hours per year, DPF cleaning needs 
to happen every two years. In the United States, labor costs for DPF cleaning can reach $200. In 
comparison, labor costs in China were approximately four percent of U.S. labor costs in 2008,9 which 
would lead to an estimate of $8 per cleaning or an annualized cost of $4 per year for DPF 
maintenance. 

Heavy-duty commercial vehicles will face not only higher up-front costs from more stringent 
emissions standards but also higher maintenance costs. For example, a heavy-duty vehicle that is 
operated more frequently would require more regular DPF cleaning. 

3.6.2 Supply of Cleaner Fuels 

Investments in refineries to produce lower-sulfur fuels can present difficult decisions for 
policymakers and refinery operators. With regard to fuel supply, decision makers must evaluate the 
capacity of domestic and/or exporting refineries to supply fuels in line with existing and potential 
demand.  

In the United States, the European Union, and Japan, it took 4-6 years to achieve the refinery 
upgrades needed to create the capacity to supply low sulfur 50 ppm fuel nationwide or continent-
wide (Boyle et al. 2008).  

To spur adoption of cleaner fuels and more stringent diesel emission standards, some countries 
could begin implementing tighter standards in sub-national regions (i.e., major metropolitan areas 
where pollution levels are particularly high). Refineries could then use this time to increase their 
production capacities to a national scale. This approach has been successful in Brazil, China, India, 
and the United States.  

                                                           
9
 http://www.bls.gov/ilc/china.htm#data_comparability. 
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Coordination is a simple and powerful mechanism for achieving rapid black carbon reductions, and 
the promulgation of emissions standards timed to coincide with the availability of low-sulfur fuel is 
absolutely critical. If fuel and emissions policies are not appropriately timed, countries will not be 
able to adequately reduce diesel black carbon emissions significantly.   

3.6.3 Complementary Policies 

Inspection and maintenance can identify high emitters and speed the retrofit or replacement of 
engines in line with the most stringent emissions standards. Other complementary policies include 
incentives for early scrappage and retrofitting. Vehicle labeling and restrictions, meanwhile, can 
motivate investments in cleaner engines. Forward-looking policies may encompass transportation 
planning and demand management to improve traffic flow and reduce both fuel consumption and 
black carbon emissions. 

Developing countries face a variety of barriers to implementing diesel emissions control policies. 
Learning from the experiences of OECD countries can be a valuable tool in helping them  build 
successful programs. Environmental agencies and experts from OECD countries have provided 
voluntary guidance to regulators in developing countries around the world (e.g., U.S. EPA, EMBARQ). 
In addition, coordinated training programs and travel exchanges can facilitate capacity building to 
ensure that lessons are learned and applied where they are needed. These steps can aid in the more 
rapid reduction of diesel black carbon emissions in developing countries. 
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4 Diesel Black Carbon Cost-Benefit Analysis 

4.1  Introduction 

In order to account for the climate impacts of black carbon from diesel transportation, a cost-benefit 
modeling framework was applied to simulated diesel emissions control projects. This helped to 
illustrate how the inclusion of black carbon may alter the evaluation of net benefits. The results 
presented here are intended to demonstrate the applicability of the modeling framework for a range 
of expected results–both health and climate–across a variety of project types and regions. The 
specific results presented in this report are not intended to provide recommendations to 
policymakers or decision makers, although the modeling framework could in the future be applied to 
real-world case studies. 

A cost-benefit modeling framework was constructed and applied to four simulated projects  (see 
Appendix C). Since the aim is to compare diverse projects at multiple scales in a variety of 
geographic locations, the cost-benefit modeling framework was devised to be general, flexible, and 
rapidly applicable given appropriate data. The modeling framework can evaluate a range of projects 
that involve technical interventions, including fuel switching, emissions control technologies, and 
emissions standards. It was not evaluated for projects that involve elements of behavioral dynamics, 
such as mode shift projects.  

Both health10 and climate impacts are monetized and compared against up-front and operational 
costs, assuming a start year of 2013 and an end year of 2035. An estimate of the net present value of 
each project is based on a 7-percent annual discount rate. An estimate of the internal rate of return 
for each project is also provided. 

The health impacts quantified include annual premature mortality associated with cardiopulmonary 
disease and lung cancer among adults 30 years of age and older and acute lower respiratory 
infections in children under five years of age. Morbidities are not included here. Estimates of the 
value of statistical life are derived using a benefits transfer approach and based on a willingness-to-
pay study (Viscusi 2004) conducted in the United States11 that provides a central estimate of $6.7 
million, adjusted to 2010 dollars. Annual premature deaths are distributed using a mortality lag 
function.  

Climate impacts are valued based on an estimate of the social cost of carbon applied to net carbon-
dioxide-equivalent emissions. Carbon dioxide, methane, black carbon, and organic carbon are 
converted to an annual carbon-dioxide-equivalent estimate using global warming potential values on 
20-year and 100-year time horizons. Respectively, values for methane are 72 and 25 (Forster et al. 
2007); values for organic carbon are -154 and -42 (Bond et al. 2011); and values for black carbon are 
3,200 and 900 (Bond et al. 2013). Values for the social cost of carbon are $23 and $50 in 2012 dollars 
(Tol 2009) and represent three percent and one percent rate of time preferences, respectively. A 
2.5-percent annual rise in carbon cost is applied (Yohe et al. 2007). 

4.2 Projects Selected 

The goal of project simulation was to identify a representative spectrum of potential project types 
within regions where diesel control projects are feasible The projects simulated and analyzed 
demonstrate the application of methods developed for this study. A logical follow-on would be to 
apply the tools developed for this study to a series of concrete, real-world case studies in order to 
rank projects by the net benefits they may produce. 

                                                           
10

 In this study, BC health impacts are considered equivalent to PM health impacts, in line with the mainstream health 
impact assessment approaches of both the WHO and the U.S. EPA. 

11
 It is acknowledged that using a study from the US has limitations for interpreting the results for developing countries. 
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The following project simulations were chosen for cost-benefit analysis. The first three can be 
characterized as direct fleet interventions , in which a specific type of vehicle is targeted– bus 
replacement, diesel particulate filter retrofit, and green freight retrofit . The fourth project is fleet-
wide in scope, looking broadly at the potential for programs affecting all vehicles in a given region – 
fuel quality and tailpipe emission standards.  

Compressed Natural Gas Bus Replacement Program in Cebu, Philippines 

Cebu is the second-largest city in the Philippines. The city is actively researching upgrades to its 
public transportation systems, including a new bus rapid transit (BRT) system.  Consequently, the 
replacement of 300 Euro II non-BRT buses with new compressed natural gas (CNG) buses was 
evaluated. 

Diesel Particulate Filter Retrofit Program in Istanbul, Turkey 

Istanbul has experimented with diesel particulate filter (DPF) retrofitting pilot projects, but to date 
there has been no widespread adoption. Past experience means that data should be available on 
both the applicability to the current fleet and the challenges to implementation. Additional 
successful pilots combined with careful analysis could push wider-scale adoption. For this analysis, 
the benefits and costs of retrofitting an additional 300 Euro III buses with DPFs were evaluated. 

Green Freight Retrofit Program in Sao Paulo, Brazil  

In Brazil, trucks carry the largest share by volume of freight, and there is strong interest at the local 
and national levels in reducing emissions through retrofit programs. The World Bank has estimated 
that a basic retrofitting package aimed at reductions in fuel consumption may be appropriate for at 
least 250,000 trucks.12 For this analysis, the impact of retrofitting 10,000 of these trucks with a 
combination of fuel efficiency improvement technologies and diesel particulate filters was 
evaluated.  

Stringent Fuel Quality and Tailpipe Emission Standards in Jakarta, Indonesia 

Indonesia currently has no refineries capable of producing ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel, and has 
lagged behind in establishing stringent fuel quality regulations. With a diesel vehicle population of 
around seven million, refinery upgrades to reduce fuel sulfur levels could have a dramatic impact on 
total black carbon emissions in the country. For this analysis, the potential impact of refinery 
upgrades in order to supply ultra-low-sulfur diesel to Jakarta and enable the introduction of world-
class vehicle tailpipe emissions standards for all vehicle classes were evaluated. 

4.3 Results 

Primary results for the project simulations are presented in this section. These results are based on 
assumptions for hypothetical project simulations. All projects were evaluated for costs and benefits 
for the period 2013-2035. Particular sensitivities are introduced and explored below. 

4.3.1 Compressed Natural Gas Bus Replacement Program in Cebu, Philippines 

In Cebu, a simulated scenario was modeled in which 300 existing Euro II diesel buses were replaced 
with Euro VI-equivalent CNG buses. All other operating parameters for the buses were assumed to 
remain identical. The buses were assumed to enter the fleet at a rate of 50 per year from 2013-
2018. Each bus was assumed to operate for 20 years and then be retired. The analysis assumed 
compressed natural gas bus purchase costs of $172,500-207,000, with a cost for new CNG fueling 
stations of $5,600,000-6,720,000. Total annual operational costs, such as local fuel purchases and 
vehicle maintenance, were included and estimated to be $0.60-0.90 per km. The benefits included 

                                                           
12

 From a World Bank final draft report called “Mainstreaming Green Freight Trucks in Brazil” available online at 
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/BRAZILINPOREXTN/Resources/3817166-
1323121030855/Green_Freight.pdf?resourceurlname=Green_Freight.pdf. 
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the monetized value of premature deaths avoided based on value of statistical life (VSL) estimates of 
$643,800 (2013) and $1,557,700 (2035). Other benefits included the value of avoided carbon-
dioxide-equivalent emissions using a social cost of carbon of $23-50 (2012). Other health benefits, 
such as reduced morbidities, were not included. See Appendix D for a more detailed description of 
the inputs. 

The CNG buses have dramatically lower PM and BC emissions than the Euro II diesel buses they 
replace. Euro II diesel buses have no after-treatment control technology and representative PM 
emissions of 0.3 g/km or higher. The CNG buses, on the other hand, emit at Euro VI levels (i.e., 10 
times lower levels). The cumulative reduction in black carbon through the year 2035 is estimated to 
be three metric tons. Furthermore, the CNG buses are modeled with tailpipe CO2 emissions levels 
approximately 20 percent lower than equivalent diesel buses, yielding significant benefits from CO2 
emissions cuts. The primary pollutant for which the CNG buses yield poorer performance than the 
diesel buses is methane. As described in Appendix C, methane leakage from the supply and delivery 
of natural gas for the buses is modeled at 2 g/km. This results in a net increase in methane for the 
intervention scenario, which offsets the climate impacts of BC and CO2 reductions. 

Air quality modeling conducted for this project estimates a baseline annual average PM2.5 
concentration of 7.1 µg/m3 in 2013, an intake fraction of 11.6 ppm, and a transportation attributable 
fraction of 11 percent to annual average PM2.5 concentrations. By 2035, ambient PM2.5 
concentrations are projected to remain relatively flat at 7.2 µg/m3, while the intake fraction will 
grow to 15.0 ppm and the transportation attributable fraction of ambient PM2.5 will fall to four 
percent.  

The relatively small scale of the intervention means that the total health benefits (approximately 22 
cumulative premature mortalities avoided by 2035) are not large.13 The overall health benefits from 
these avoided premature mortalities using the health methodology described in Appendices C and D 
are valued at $9.5 million based on cumulative black carbon reductions of 87 metric tons.  

Table 4-1 summarizes the range of climate benefits using various assumptions for GWP and social 
cost of carbon. Total benefits range from $13.9-30.4 million. The addition of black carbon increases 
projected total benefits of the project by 12-57 percent, depending on assumptions of rate of time 
preference for the social cost of carbon and the time horizon for the GWP. 

Assuming a 3-percent discount rate for the social cost of carbon, the project would not realize net 
benefits. Assuming a GWP20 for black carbon, the project would realize approximately $7 million 
only if a 1-percent discount rate is assumed for the social cost of carbon. These results show that this 
project is sensitive to assumptions of discount rate and time horizon, and that bold assumptions for 
both would be necessary to find net benefits. 

                                                           
13

 One key assumption that bears on this result is that Euro 3/III standards are adopted nationwide in 2010 and that every 
decade there after the next stage in the European emissions standards is adopted (Euro 4/IV in 2020 and Euro 5/V in 
2030). This results in an overall decline in baseline emissions and health impacts from transportation activity by 30 
percent in the year 2025 from year 2010 levels. In the absence of this assumption, the baseline levels would be higher 
and the benefit of the CNG bus replacement would appear larger. 
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Table 4-1: Simulated Bus Fleet Intervention in Cebu (2013-35). 

2035 Snapshot     

Global Warming Potential GWP20 GWP100 

$/CO2e discount rate 1% 3% 1% 3% 

Cumulative mortalities avoided 22  22  22  22  

Cumulative health benefits $9,512,000  $9,512,000  $9,512,000  $9,512,000  

Cumulative climate benefits $20,908,000  $7,513,000  $12,330,000  $4,431,000  

Total benefits $30,420,000  $17,025,000  $21,842,000  $13,943,000  

Total costs $23,327,000  $23,327,000  $23,327,000  $23,327,000  

Net present value $7,093,000  ($6,302,000) ($1,485,000) ($9,384,000) 

Benefit-to-Cost ratio 1.3  0.7  0.9  0.6  

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 6% 4% 4% 3% 

BC benefits/climate benefit 82% 82% 39% 39% 

BC benefits/total benefits 57% 36% 22% 12% 

$ spent per mortality avoided $1,074,000  $1,074,000  $1,074,000  $1,074,000  

Cumulative tons BC reduced 87   87  87  87  

Cumulative tons CO2e reduced 338,450   338,450   199,584  199,584  

$ spent per metric ton CO2e reduced $69  $69  $117  $117  

     

4.3.2 Diesel Particulate Filter Retrofit Program in Istanbul, Turkey 

In the Istanbul simulation, 300 Euro III buses were retrofitted with diesel particulate filters and the 
deployment of the clean fleet followed the same timeline as in Cebu. The analysis assumed diesel 
bus retrofit costs at $5,000-8,000 per vehicle. Since Turkey now meets Euro V equivalent standards, 
the analysis assumed 50 ppm low sulfur fuel is already available in the baseline and does not assume 
additional costs for refining. No other capital costs were assumed.  

Total annual operational costs, including local fuel purchases and vehicle maintenance, were 
included and estimated at $0.83-1.06 per km. This includes a small sacrifice in fuel economy that 
added to the fuel costs. The benefits include the monetized value of premature deaths avoided 
based on VSL estimates of $2,619,481 (2013) to $12,481,420 (2035). Other benefits include the 
value of avoided carbon-dioxide-equivalent emissions using a social cost of carbon between $23-50 
(2012). Other health benefits, such as reduced morbidities, were not included. See Appendix D for a 
more detailed description of the inputs. 

Air quality modeling for this project estimates a baseline annual average PM2.5 concentration of 
17.6 µg/m3 in 2013, an intake fraction of 72 ppm, and a transportation contribution of 11 percent to 
annual average PM2.5 concentrations. By 2035, total ambient PM2.5 concentrations are projected to 
grow to 19.4 µg/m3, while the intake fraction will grow to 107 ppm and the transportation 
attributable fraction of ambient PM2.5 will grow to 13 percent. 

The total black carbon cut as a result of the intervention (a cumulative 94 metric tons through 2035) 
is lower than in Cebu for several reasons. Notably, in the Cebu simulation, Euro II buses were 
replaced (versus cleaner Euro III buses in Istanbul). Fewer reductions are also likely because Turkey’s 
base fleet is expected to improve more rapidly than the base fleet in the Philippines. The total 
climate benefits of the project are sensitive to the GWP time horizon, since under a GWP100 this 
project would realize climate costs while under a GWP20 it would realize climate benefits. Since the 
project results in net positive CO2e emissions under GWP100 accounting, the cost per ton reduced is 
negative ($-65) and reflects the amount of spending that should be avoided to reduce one additional 
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ton of emissions. Under GWP20 accounting, black carbon emissions reductions are weighted more 
heavily and the project results in a net reduction in CO2 emissions at a cost of $31 per ton. 

Regarding health impacts, the valuation in Turkey is actually fairly large: $129 million by 2035 for 47 
avoided premature deaths. Istanbul was modeled with a relatively high urban population exposure 
to vehicle emissions (i.e., high intake fraction, or the fraction of emissions emitted that are inhaled 
by the population). In addition, Turkey’s gross national income is the highest of any of the modeled 
regions, yielding the highest VSL estimates of all the projects analyzed. 

Black carbon reductions are this project’s only source of climate benefits. Additional co-pollutants 
were considered, but changes in these emissions did not produce climate benefits. The benefit of 
black carbon reductions is offset slightly by increases in fuel consumption, which leads to a climate 
penalty when estimating total benefits using a GWP100 value for all pollutants. See Table 4-2 for the 
full range of climate benefits. 

The potential net benefits of this project range from $120.4-133.5 million for a benefit-to-cost ratio 
of between 28.3 and 31.2. The addition of black carbon to the project calculus would increase total 
benefits between 1-13 percent. A discount rate of three percent for the social cost of carbon would 
keep the additional benefit provided by black carbon below five percent. A decision to proceed with 
this project based on its net benefits does not appear sensitive to assumptions of GWP time horizon 
and the social cost of carbon discount rate. 

Table 4-2: Simulated Diesel Retrofit in Istanbul (2013-35) 

2035 Snapshot     

Global Warming Potential GWP20 GWP100 

$/CO2e discount rate 1% 3% 1% 3% 

Cumulative mortalities avoided 47  47  47  47  

Total health benefits $129,022,000  $129,022,000  $129,022,000  $129,022,000  

Total climate benefits $8,908,000  $3,201,000  ($4,199,000) ($1,509,000) 

Total benefits $137,930,000  $132,223,000  $124,823,000  $127,513,000  

Total costs $4,415,000  $4,415,000  $4,415,000  $4,415,000  

Net present value $133,515,000  $127,808,000  $120,408,000  $123,098,000  

Benefit-to-Cost ratio 31.2  29.9  28.3  28.9  

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 781% 710% 590% 622% 

BC benefits/climate benefits 209% 209% 125% 125% 

BC benefits/total benefits  13% 5% 4% 1% 

$ spent per mortality avoided $94,000  $94,000  $94,000  $94,000  

Cumulative tons BC reduced 94  94  94  94  

Cumulative tons CO2e reduced 144,191  144,191  (67,964) (67,964) 

$ spent per metric ton CO2e reduced $31  $31  ($65) ($65) 

4.3.3 Green Freight Retrofit Program in Sao Paulo, Brazil 

A green freight project was modeled as a simulated retrofitting of 10,000 Euro III heavy-duty trucks 
each traveling 100,000 km per year in Sao Paulo to reduce fuel consumption by five percent. 
Retrofits to reduce fuel consumption can include a range of strategies, such as modest 
improvements to engine systems, reductions in drivetrain losses, reductions in aerodynamic drag, 
reductions in tire rolling resistance, and reductions in parasitic losses from auxiliary equipment. A 
diesel particulate filter was assumed to be included as a necessary component of the overall retrofit 
package. This analysis assumed a total retrofit cost for each Euro III heavy-duty truck of $10,000-
12,000, which includes an upgrade to reduce fuel consumption and a retrofit to install a diesel 
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particulate filter. Additional costs to supply low sulfur fuel were not accounted for because the 
necessary fuel is already provided in metropolitan areas throughout Brazil. This is in line with 
national policy to enable compliance with Euro V standards in metropolitan areas nationwide. No 
other capital costs were assumed.  

Total annual operational costs, such as local fuel purchases and vehicle maintenance, were included. 
Baseline operating costs before the green freight retrofit were assumed to be $0.82-1.05 per km. 
After the retrofit to reduce fuel consumption and accounting for an offsetting fuel consumption 
increase for the diesel particulate filter, this cost falls to $0.80-1.02 per km. The benefits calculated 
included the monetized value of premature deaths avoided based on VSL estimates of $2,657,789 
(2013) to $5,258,101 (2035). Other benefits included the value of avoided carbon-dioxide-equivalent 
emissions using a social cost of carbon of $23-50 (2012). Other health benefits, such as reduced 
morbidities, were not included. See Appendix D for a more detailed description of the inputs.  

The fuel savings realized by the green freight retrofit in this simulation are large enough to pay for 
the cost of the diesel particulate filter installation and provide additional savings. Although the DPF 
offsets some of the fuel consumption improvement and adds to fuel costs, the net result is still 
significant long-term cost savings. 

Air quality modeling for this project estimates a baseline annual average PM2.5 concentration of 6.8 
µg/m3 in 2013, an intake fraction of 20.2 ppm, and a transportation attributable contribution of 35 
percent to annual average PM2.5 concentrations. By 2035, total ambient PM2.5 concentrations are 
projected to remain relatively stable at 6.5 µg/m3, while the intake fraction will grow to 29.7 ppm 
and the transportation attributable fraction of ambient PM2.5 will fall to 21 percent. 

Owing to the enormous size of the assumed retrofitted fleet, cumulative black carbon reductions, at 
2,948 metric tons, are also significant. Total climate benefits for all the CO2e reduced range from 
$263 million to $1.14 billion. The addition of black carbon to the project results in an increase of 
total benefits between 4-25 percent, depending on the assumptions for GWP time horizon and the 
discount rate for the social cost of carbon.   

As for health benefits, the reduction of this many tons of diesel emissions in dense Sao Paulo avoids 
735 premature deaths at a total valuation of $1.19 billion. More results are shown in Table 4-3. 

The net present value of this project ranges from $1.57-2.44 billion. Since the project results in net 
savings from reductions in fuel consumption, negative costs produce a negative benefit-to-cost ratio. 

In this project, the net present value under all assumptions for GWP time horizon and the discount 
rate for the social cost of carbon are strongly positive. The significant savings to vehicle operators in 
the form of reduced fuel consumption suggests this project model may provide a creative form of 
financing for diesel black carbon controls. 
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Table 4-3: Simulated Green Freight Retrofit in Sao Paulo (2013–35) 

2035 Snapshot     

Global Warming Potential GWP20 GWP100 

$/CO2e discount rate 1% 3% 1% 3% 

Cumulative mortalities avoided 735  735  735  735  

Total health benefits $1,185,598,000  $1,185,598,000  $1,185,598,000  $1,185,598,000  

Total climate benefits $1,137,917,000  $408,895,000  $731,928,000  $263,009,000  

Total benefits $2,323,515,000  $1,594,493,000  $1,917,526,000  $1,448,607,000  

Total costs ($120,035,000) ($120,035,000) ($120,035,000) ($120,035,000) 

Net present value $2,443,550,000  $1,714,528,000  $2,037,561,000  $1,568,642,000  

Benefit-to-Cost ratio (19.4) (13.3) (16.0) (12.1) 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 589% 420% 477% 369% 

BC benefits/climate benefits 51% 51% 22% 22% 

BC benefits/total benefits 25% 13% 9% 4% 

$ spent per mortality avoided ($163,000) ($163,000) ($163,000) ($163,000) 

Cumulative tons BC reduced 2,948 2,948 2,948 2,948 

Cumulative tons CO2e reduced 18,419,784 18,419,784 11,847,928 11,847,928 

$ spent per metric ton CO2e reduced ($7) ($7) ($10) ($10) 

4.3.4 Stringent Fuel Quality and Tailpipe Emissions Standards in Jakarta, Indonesia 

Unlike the other scenarios, which are discrete interventions affecting a narrow class of vehicles, the 
intervention in Jakarta captures a simulated fleet-wide upgrade to vehicles and fuels operating in 
the entire metropolitan area. In the baseline scenario, it was assumed that sulfur levels in Jakarta’s 
gasoline and diesel fuel reach and remain at 150 ppm and 350 ppm, respectively, and that the 
tailpipe emissions standard for all vehicle classes never progresses beyond Euro 3/III. The 
intervention scenario was intentionally chosen as an aggressive one to highlight the magnitude of 
emissions reductions that might be achieved through progressively more stringent fuel and vehicle 
standards. In the intervention scenario, it was assumed that Jakarta’s gasoline and diesel reach 50 
ppm sulfur by 2015 and 10 ppm by 2020 in order to enable progressively more stringent tailpipe 
standards for all vehicles. It was further assumed that Jakarta introduces Euro 4/IV, 5/V, and 6/VI in 
2015, 2020, and 2025, respectively. A consistent population of Euro 0 vehicles represents the gross 
emitters in the fleet. (In this example no high-emitter reduction program was assumed.) 

In this project simulation, the additional costs associated with the intervention are modeled for 
refineries (increased capital and operating costs associated with fuel desulfurization) as well as 
vehicles (additional technology costs associated with meeting more stringent emissions standards). 
The total costs for implementing this project scenario are approximately $19.4 billion through till 
2035. 

This analysis assumes capital costs to upgrade refining capabilities to produce ultra-low-sulfur diesel 
fuel by 2020. The incremental cost per liter to produce 50 ppm (down from 350 ppm) sulfur diesel 
fuel is assumed to be $0.03-0.06. The incremental cost per liter to produce 10 ppm sulfur diesel fuel 
is assumed to be $0.03-0.07.  

Benefits calculated included the monetized value of premature deaths avoided based on VSL 
estimates of $637,471 (2013) to $1,261,155 (2035). Other benefits included the value of avoided 
carbon-dioxide-equivalent emissions using a social cost of carbon of $23-50 (2012). Other health 
benefits, such as reduced morbidities, were not included. See Appendix D for a more detailed 
description of the inputs. 
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Air quality modeling for this project estimates a baseline annual average PM2.5 concentration of 32.9 
µg/m3 in 2013, an intake fraction of 76.3 ppm (based on a regional average of cities), and a 
transportation attributable contribution of 77 percent to annual average PM2.5 concentrations. By 
2035, total ambient PM2.5 concentrations are projected to grow upto 37.5 µg/m3, while the intake 
fraction will grow to 98.7 ppm and the transportation attributable fraction of ambient PM2.5 will stay 
nearly flat at 76 percent. 

The introduction of increasingly stringent tailpipe emissions standards upto Euro 6/VI results in a 
sharp decline in total emissions, including emissions of PM2.5 and black carbon. By 2035, the 
intervention is expected to result in a cumulative reduction of 213,000 metric tons of BC. Total BC 
emissions rise even in the intervention scenario after 2035 as a consequence of the growing vehicle 
population. 

Jakarta’s densely populated urban area has the highest exposure to vehicle emissions (intake 
fraction) of any of the cities modeled for this exercise. The intake fraction of 134 ppm in 2012 grows 
consistently to nearly 200 ppm by 2050. This high intake fraction combined with sweeping emissions 
reductions yields an estimate of more than 43,557 avoided premature deaths by 2035. Despite 
Indonesia’s relatively low gross national income, the total health benefits from these avoided 
premature deaths are still significant and are estimated to be in excess of $15.9 billion. The full 
results are shown in Table 4-4. 

The addition of black carbon to the project assessment increases total benefits 21-75 percent, 
depending on assumptions for GWP time horizon and the discount rate for the social cost of carbon. 
Black carbon accounts for all the climate benefits realized from this intervention. Under all 
assumptions, the project provides a greater share of benefits relative to costs, as well as net benefits 
between $0.7-39 billion. With consideration of health impacts alone, the project’s costs outweigh 
the benefits; however, the additional consideration of the climate impacts of black carbon causes 
the benefits to outweigh the costs and the project to appear more justifiable.  

Table 4-4: Simulated Fleet-wide Desulfurization and Emissions Standards in Jakarta (2013–35) 

2035 Snapshot     

Global Warming Potential GWP20 GWP100 

$/CO2e discount rate 1% 3% 1% 3% 

Cumulative mortalities avoided 43,557  43,557  43,557  43,557  

Total health benefits $15,967,869,000  $15,967,869,000  $15,967,869,000  $15,967,869,000  

Total climate benefits $42,317,786,000  $14,515,182,000  $11,912,785,000  $4,086,172,000  

Total benefits $58,285,655,000  $30,483,051,000  $27,880,654,000  $20,054,041,000  

Total costs $19,393,220,000  $19,393,220,000  $19,393,220,000  $19,393,220,000  

Net present value $38,892,435,000  $11,089,831,000  $8,487,434,000  $660,821,000  

Benefit-to-Cost ratio 3.0  1.6  1.4  1.0  

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 26% 13% 9% 6% 

BC benefits/climate benefits 103% 103% 103% 103% 

BC benefits/total benefits 75% 49% 44% 21% 

$ spent per mortality avoided $445,000  $445,000  $445,000  $445,000  

Cumulative tons BC reduced  213,028   213,028   213,028   213,028  

Cumulative tons CO2e reduced  661,540,520   661,540,520   186,229,994   186,229,994  

$ spent per metric ton CO2e reduced $29  $29  $104  $104  
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4.4 Summary 

A cost-benefit modeling framework for diesel black carbon emissions control projects was 
developed and applied to simulated interventions in Cebu, Philippines; Istanbul, Turkey; Sao Paulo, 
Brazil: and Jakarta, Indonesia. Respectively, these represent a targeted fleet intervention to replace 
300 diesel buses with buses powered by compressed natural gas; a targeted retrofit of 300 diesel 
vehicles to install diesel particulate filters; a green freight retrofit to reduce fuel consumption and 
install diesel particulate filters in 10,000 heavy-duty vehicles; and a city-wide desulfurization of 
vehicle fuels and an upgrade of emissions controls in new vehicles. All four projects were assumed to 
begin in 2013 and the costs and benefits were evaluated through 2035.  

This assessment of simulated diesel black carbon interventions shows that health benefits alone are 
enough to justify the Istanbul and Sao Paulo interventions. The addition of climate benefits, 
particularly reductions in black carbon emissions, provides additional weight to the justification for 
each project. Table 4-5 shows how the benefit-to-cost ratio changes with the addition of black 
carbon into the project analysis. 

The Jakarta simulation resulted in an estimate of net benefits that were sensitive to the inclusion of 
black carbon. In the absence of black carbon, the project would not be worthwhile on the basis of 
health benefits alone. In the Cebu case, even the incorporation of black carbon climate benefits 
under most assumptions would fail to justify this project on economic grounds. However, bold 
assumptions for the GWP time horizon and the discount rate for the social cost of carbon, a GWP of 
3200 and one percent, respectively, did produce net benefits and would provide some justification 
for pursuing the project in Cebu.  

Table 4-5: Change in Cost-Benefit Ratio of Simulated Projects after Accounting for Black Carbon 

Global Warming Potential GWP20 GWP100  

Social Cost of Carbon Discount Rate 1% 3% 1% 3%  

      

Jakarta, Indonesia, Fuel and Vehicle Standards 

0.8  0.8  0.8  0.8  Before BC 

3.0  1.6  1.4  1.0  After BC 

      

Istanbul, Turkey, Diesel Retrofit 
27.0 28.4 27.1 28.5  

31.2 29.9 28.3 28.9  

      

Cebu, Philippines, CNG Bus Replacement 
0.6 0.5 0.7 0.5  

1.3 0.7 0.9 0.6  

      

Sao Paulo, Brazil, Green Freight + Retrofit 
Project* 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  

* Project incurred zero net costs. 

     
     

 
Given the uncertainties of the input data, these results are purely illustrative and demonstrate the 
potential change in net benefits to diesel emissions control projects when black carbon is included in 
the cost-benefit analysis. Results should not be interpreted as directly comparable or as necessarily 
indicative of results from similar active projects. Future work may better characterize such projects 
through the collection of data to represent all the characteristics of each intervention. Further 
investigation of the ranges of benefits and costs for similar projects in different regions (or different 
projects in the same region) is an important area for continued research. 
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5 Conclusions and Next Steps 

It has been widely recognized for some time that fine PM emissions from diesel engines are harmful 
for human health. Emerging concerns regarding health impacts due to a changing climate system has 
brought attention to the climate impacts of PM emissions, particularly the light-absorbing black 
carbon fraction. The impact of BC on climate is only now being better understood with many 
questions still unanswered (Bond et al, 2013). However, it is accepted that reducing emissions from 
diesel engines provides an opportunity to deliver ‘co-benefits’ for climate and health.  

A number of countries, particularly within the OECD, have adopted policies to reduce diesel 
emissions to protect public health and these actions have also reduced black carbon and delivered 
climate co-benefits. With strong growth in diesel vehicle population globally, driven by fast rising 
demand in developing countries like India and China, it is important to share the experiences, 
lessons, and approaches for reducing diesel emissions from OECD countries.  

This  report summarizes a wide range of black carbon emissions control strategies in OECD countries 
in North America, East Asia, and Europe  -- from  technology (e.g., diesel particulate filters and 
refinery upgrades) to policy measures (e.g., vehicle emission standards, fuel quality standards, 
scrappage programs, and tax incentives).These strategies provide a menu of options that could be 
considered by developing countries and tailored to the national context. A key characteristic (and 
lesson) of the programs implemented in the OECD is the value of national policy road maps for 
cleaner vehicles and fuels that provide a clear and predictable course for technology and fuel 
adoption by private and public stakeholders. That being said, more work is needed to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of these strategies in decoupling growth in diesel consumption from BC emissions.   

This report looks at how to integrate black carbon emission reduction considerations in cost-benefit 
assessment and applies an analytic framework to four simulated projects to illustrate the associated 
opportunities and challenges at a project level. It shows the economic analysis is very sensitive 
assumptions about the GWP of BC and associated time horizon (20 and 100 years) as well as the 
discount rate. While capturing health and climate benefits can be very useful in such analysis, going 
forward additional work is needed to refine estimates of the social cost of black carbon and narrow 
assumptions on the discount rate and GWP time horizon. 

The focus on BC as a short lived climate pollutant is fast growing. Looking ahead, global partnerships 
like the Climate and Clean Air Coalition14 could support the exchange of knowledge and experience 
and help stakeholders better understand scientific uncertainties and the analytic, policy and 
technology options to address BC emissions.   

 

                                                           
14

 www.unep.org/ccac. 
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A.1. Mechanisms for Diesel Black Carbon Climate Impacts 

Climate scientists measure and model the potential climate impacts of black carbon (BC) 
based on its radiative forcing (RF). Radiative forcing is a positive (increase) or negative 
(decrease) change in the energy from the sun that is absorbed at the top of the atmosphere 
predicted by radiative transfer models. Positive RF is associated with an increase in the 
energy of the earth-atmosphere system that causes an increase in surface temperature, 
shifts in precipitation patterns, and other effects at both regional and global scales that can 
vary with the timing and location of emissions. 

Complex black carbon–cloud interactions are generally described as having indirect or semi-
direct effects on climate--most, if not all, with a large range of uncertainty (Bauer et al. 2010; 
Chen et al. 2010; Jacobson 2010; Koch et al. 2011). A likely range for the magnitude of the 
indirect effects of black carbon was estimated between -0.4 and 0.4 watts per meter 
squared (Wm-2) (Shindell et al. 2012). In a multi-model study, diesel BC generated relatively 

smaller cloud impacts (<  0.06 Wm-2) compared to biofuel BC (-0.11 Wm-2) (Koch et al. 
2011). 

Aerosol species co-emitted with BC include sulfates, nitrates, and organic carbon (OC) that 
primarily reflect light and contribute negative radiative forcing that offsets the positive 
forcing of black carbon. Still, the radiative forcing of these species per unit mass of emissions 
is weaker than that of black carbon in diesel combustion. In the road subsector in the year 
2000, the direct RF of BC is about 32 Wm-2, the direct OC RF is -2.4 Wm-2, and the direct SO4 
RF is -9.4 Wm-2 (Balkanski et al. 2010). The lowest OC:BC mass emissions ratio required to 
produce a neutral effect on top-of-atmosphere direct forcing is 10.7:1 for any region (Bond, 
Zarzycki, Flanner, and Koch 2011). Any lower ratio results in positive direct forcing. However, 
important processes, particularly changes in cloud formation that tend toward cooling, have 
not been included here. The non-BC aerosol indirect effect uncertainty differs by sector and 
source. In general, the uncertainty for aerosol indirect effects is greater than for direct 
effects, resulting from a combination of minimal observational data, complexity in modeling 
impacts of various cloud types, and model experimental design inconsistencies that lead to 
poor comparability. As such, the general rule of thumb for non-BC aerosol climate forcing is 
that confidence in a source’s RF increases as the quantity of co-emitted aerosols decreases 
(Bauer et al. 2010; Kopp and Mauzerall 2010).  

Modeling experiments have demonstrated that the climate impacts of black carbon and 
other non-CO2

15 emissions will peak between 2000-2050, contributing to a global 
temperature increase of 0.1°K under projected emissions growth scenarios (Olivié et al. 
2012). Cars, light trucks, heavy-duty trucks, buses, and coaches are the vehicle types that 
will contribute the most to the near-term climate forcing of transportation-related black 
carbon (Borken-Kleefeld, Berntsen, and Fuglestvedt 2010).  

The radiative forcing of vehicle emissions can vary based on the potential of each pollutant 
to absorb short- and long-wave radiation instantaneously and to persist in the atmosphere. 
For example, the instantaneous radiative forcing of one kilogram of black carbon is up to a 
million times stronger than an equivalent mass of carbon dioxide (Bond and Sun 2005). The 
lifetime of black carbon is also very different from that of CO2. On average, black carbon 
persists for a little more than a week in the atmosphere; hence it is called short-lived. In 
contrast, the increased levels of carbon dioxide can persist for centuries, and so it is called 
long-lived. Short-lived pollutants contribute to near-term impacts that occur over years and 

                                                           
15

 Non-CO2 pollutants including in this modeling are ozone, methane, organic carbon, sulfate, CFC-12, HFC-134a, 
and contrails. 
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decades after emissions take place, while long-lived pollutants contribute to impacts that 
occur over centuries and millennia.  

The transportation sector is an important source of black carbon and other short-lived 
pollutants. About 19 percent of all BC emissions were attributable to transportation in the 
year 2000 (Lamarque et al. 2010; U.S. EPA 2012). Approximately nine percent of global black 
carbon emissions were attributable to the on-road sector alone, of which 99 percent were 
from diesel engines (Uherek et al. 2010). Black carbon emissions were the most potent 
contributor to temperature change per unit mass emitted of any pollutant from the 
transportation sector from 1990-1999 (Fuglestvedt et al. 2010). Assuming constant year-
2000 emissions and measuring impacts based on radiative forcing, on-road transportation 
would be the sector responsible for the largest positive radiative-forcing-related 
consequences between 2000-2020, and the second-largest between 2000-2100 taking into 
account all emissions and their effects from all sectors (Unger et al. 2010).16  

A.2. Net Climate Forcing of Diesel Aerosol Emissions 

Diesel engines are a significant source of light-absorbing aerosols. A recent study examined 
all direct, indirect, and semi-direct effects of aerosol emissions by BC-rich sectors and found 
that the transportation sector exerts strong positive forcing on both regional and global 
scales (Bauer and Menon 2012). Among the important sources of BC, the aerosol emissions 
from diesel engines exert a net positive RF—with direct effects being strongly positive and 
indirect effects being negative or slightly positive (Jacobson 2002; Koch et al. 2007; Bauer et 
al. 2010; Bahadur et al. 2011; Bauer and Menon 2012; U.S. EPA 2012). The uncertainties 
regarding the net warming of mobile diesel emissions of black carbon are among the 
smallest of all global sources of the pollutant (Bond et al. 2013). 

The climate impact of diesel vehicles has been compared to that of gasoline vehicles, taking 
into account the full suite of emissions from each vehicle type and the radiative forcing of 
each component over short and long time periods (Tanaka et al. 2012). Diesel vehicles emit 
less carbon dioxide per kilometer driven, and so the European Union has implemented 
certain taxes that motivate consumers to choose diesel vehicles. However, this can result in 
an unexpected climate impact when diesel vehicles are sold without tight controls on 
emissions of black carbon (Minjares et al. 2012). By using a simple climate model, 
researchers have shown that a new diesel passenger vehicle sold without a particle filter 
(Euro 3 and 4) causes greater warming than a similar gasoline car for up to a decade after a 
one-year pulse of emissions. This is attributable to emissions of both black carbon and 
nitrogen oxides (NOx), which cause warming through the production of ozone. After a 
decade, the temperature impacts of black carbon and ozone (via NOx and hydrocarbons) 
have dissipated, and the diesel vehicle has a smaller warming effect, owing to the lower 
emissions of carbon dioxide that persist in the atmosphere well beyond the ten-year period. 
Diesel vehicles that capture black carbon and meet Euro 6 standards are essentially 
equivalent to gasoline vehicles in terms of their near-term temperature consequences.  

A.3. Metrics for Short-lived Pollutants 

Metrics provide a tool that expresses the climate response to an emission source in a way 
that is directly comparable to emissions from other sources. Developing such measures is 
challenging since a metric must embody the relationships contained in complex climate 
models, including the variable behavior of emissions species in their environment and the 
response of the environment (also subject to variation) to changes in their ambient 
concentration. 

                                                           
16

 Assuming constant emissions up to the time horizons and measuring climate impacts as RF at that time. These 
impacts are equivalent to integrated RF up to this endpoint for a single pulse of emissions. 
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The policy community’s focus on black carbon has raised questions about the appropriate 
application of metrics to short-lived climate forcers (U.S. EPA 2012). Metrics are unitless 
weighting factors that can translate emissions of any pollutant into an estimated impact on a 
carbon-dioxide-equivalent basis.  

Time horizon is one source of confusion in the application of metrics. For example, the 
global warming potential (GWP) for black carbon is nearly four times larger when evaluated 
on a 20-year time horizon compared to a 100-year time horizon (Bond et al. 2011). 
Differences in values can also depend on the type of metric used. This has opened up 
broader interest in metrics generally and how they should be applied to short-lived forcing 
agents (Amaas, Peter, Fuglestvedt, and Berntsen 2012). 

The GWP has proved useful when applied to long-lived greenhouse gases regulated under 
the Kyoto Protocol (e.g., carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide). These are 
atmospheric gases with long lifetimes that have wide and even distributions across the 
globe. Based on these features, the GWP assumes that any emission at any time and place 
will cause radiative forcing equivalent to that of any other emission at any future time or 
location. It does not imply an equivalent temperature response except in certain idealized 
situations. Table A-1 summarizes published estimates for the GWP of black carbon over 
time. 

Table A- 1: . Estimates of the Global Warming Potential of Black Carbon 

Study GWP20 GWP100 

 Direct Effect Cryosphere Effect Total Direct Effect Cryosphere Effect Total 

Bond and Sun (2005)
 C 

2200 - 2200 680 - 680 

Rypdal et al. (2009) 
B,C 

2940 310 3250 830 90 920 

Fuglestedt et al. (2010)  

From Berntsen et al. (2006)
 B 

1780 - 1780 510 - 510 

From Schulz et al. (2006)
 

1600 - 1600 460 - 460 

From Naik et al. (2007)
 B 

3870 - 3870 1110 - 1110 

From Koch et al. (2007)
B 

1580 - 1580 450 - 450 

Reddy and Boucher (2007) 
A 

1690 990 2680 480 281 761 

Bond et al (2011)
 D

  

All sources 2600 300 2900 740 90 830 

Energy-related 2400 400 2800 690 100 790 

Bond et al. (2013) 2100  3200 590  900 

Note: This table is for illustrative purposes only. Underlying each study is a climate forcing and emissions dataset 

that may not necessarily be comparable.  
A GWP20 values derived using absolute GWP values taken from Forster et al. (2007), p.211. 
B Taken from the average of regional GWP values. 
C Accounts for some internal mixing of black carbon particles. 
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B.1. The Health Impacts of Diesel Gaseous Species 

Oxides of sulfur and nitrogen, emitted concurrently with particulate matter, have been 
linked to hospitalizations for cardiac and respiratory illnesses, including asthma, and 
cardiopulmonary mortality (Wong et al. 2002; HEI 2012; Chen et al. 2008). Long-term 
exposure to SO2 and NOX, and especially to NO2, is associated with mortality from all 
causes—and notably from cardiopulmonary mortality and lung cancer (Pope et al. 2002; 
Krewski et al. 2009; Cao et al. 2011). Sulfate particles, a byproduct of SO2, have also been 
shown to increase the risk of mortality (Thurston et al. 1989; Krewski et al. 2009). Nitrogen 
oxides have additionally been associated with acute airway inflammation and impaired lung 
function (Strak et al. 2012), although clinical exposure to NO2 alone was not found to alter 
vascular or lung function (Langrish et al. 2010). NO2, along with fine particulate matter 
(PM2.5) and black carbon (BC), has been associated as well with increased risk of stroke 
(Wellenius et al. 2012). 

Ozone, while not directly emitted in exhaust, is produced by photochemical reactions with 
nitrogen oxide emissions from diesel vehicles and other precursors, including volatile 
organic compounds emitted from natural and anthropogenic sources. A major U.S. study 
found that ozone concentrations did not increase the risk of death from cardiovascular 
disease when discounting the effect of PM2.5 concentrations, but they did increase the risk of 
death from respiratory causes (Jerret et al. 2009). Elevated ozone concentrations have been 
shown to increase rates of hospitalization for respiratory illnesses and childhood asthma 
(Friedman et al. 2001; Wong et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2006). 

Researchers performing epidemiological studies have had difficulty disentangling the 
differential effects of PM from gaseous co-pollutants (Smith et al. 2009). One recent attempt 
found that, in a clinical setting, lung impairment caused by diesel exhaust was more 
extensive than that attributable to other emissions sources and that the mixture of gases 
and particles had a stronger effect than the two components in isolation. This suggests that 
the interaction between particles and gases may be important in explaining the overall 
health impacts of diesel exhaust (Mills et al. 2011).  

B.2. Potential Benefits of Diesel Emissions Control Policies 

A number of observational studies have estimated the reduction in adverse health 
consequences in response to improvements in air quality. An analysis done for 23 European 
cities estimates that reducing annual PM2.5 concentrations to 15 micrograms per cubic meter 
(μg/m3) would prevent 16,926 premature deaths, including 11,612 cardiopulmonary and 
1,901 lung cancer deaths, and result in an increase in life expectancy from as little as one 
month to as much as two years (Boldo et al. 2006). A U.S. study estimated that a 10 μg/m3 
drop in PM2.5 would translate to a six-month increase in average life expectancy (Pope et al. 
2009).  

The ongoing National Morbidity, Mortality, and Air Pollution Study (NMMAPS) examines the 
effectiveness of pollution control strategies in the United States. One analysis of NMMAPS 
data found that, between 1987-2000, air quality improved in the 100 largest counties in the 
nation as a result of environmental regulations, including national diesel-powered truck and 
bus emissions standards, national Tier-1 motor vehicle emissions standards, and the national 
low-emissions vehicle program. There has also been a trend showing a decline in the short-
term risk estimates. This suggests that these policies have improved public health (Dominici 
et al. 2007). 

Several studies internationally have quantified the health effects of specific transportation 
policy interventions. One such study tracked the mortality rates from various categories of 
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heart and lung disease in the years leading up to the 2006 promulgation of tighter 
restrictions on diesel emissions in Tokyo and compared them to what took place in the years 
following the initiative (Yorifuji et al. 2011). Accounting for other time-series trends, 
researchers found that the mortality rate for cerebrovascular disease was reduced by 8.5 
percent. In Hong Kong, where fuel sulfur levels were limited to 500 parts per million in 1990, 
the reduction in both PM and SO2 emissions likely prevented deaths from respiratory and 
cardiovascular disease and increased the average life expectancy for city residents by about 
one month (Hedley et al. 2002). A single project implementing a cleaner (compressed 
natural gas) mass-transit system in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh, is projected to save more 
than 850 lives as a result of particulate matter reductions alone (ABT Associates 2011). A 
major global-scale health impact assessment estimated that, by imposing tighter global 
standards on vehicle emissions and mandating the necessary improvements in fuel quality, 
regulatory agencies could prevent 200,000 deaths per year by 2030 (Shindell 2011). 

Strategies for control of diesel PM and BC can reduce not only particle mass but also particle 
number and composition (which also affect public health). Modern after-treatment controls 
on diesel engines have produced large changes in the composition of diesel exhaust in ways 
that substantially benefit public health. Emissions from U.S. 2007-compliant diesel engines 
fitted with a diesel oxidation catalyst (that controls organic compounds) and a catalyzed 
diesel particle filter (that controls elemental carbon) showed not only a reduction in the 
mass of black carbon emitted, but also a reduced concentration of toxic polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons and a 71-99 percent reduction in an array of unregulated particles and air 
toxics that constitute a minor portion of diesel emissions (Khalek et al. 2011; Shibata et al. 
2010). A recent experiment exposing rats to the exhaust of U.S. 2007-compliant diesel 
engines found no genotoxic effects associated with exposure for up to three months 
(McDonald et al. 2012).  
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The goal of the cost-benefit project modeling exercise is to develop and test a model that 
can account for both climate and health impacts and intervention costs. The model should 
have the capability to monetize social and environmental costs and should take a cost-
benefit approach that is consistent with international best practices. 

In the course of designing such a model, a balance must be struck between flexibility and 
specificity. A model that is too inflexible could not be applied to any project in any region. 
This is an important prerequisite when the projects to be evaluated are not well known 
beforehand. A model that is too flexible and general will not capture the specific local 
conditions that can strongly influence the estimate of costs and impacts.  

The model used in this study has been designed such that the resulting analysis of specific 
projects in specific countries can be treated as examples necessary to demonstrate the cost 
and mitigation potential of an intervention.  

The cost-benefit modeling framework consists of four modules: 
 

- Emissions 
- Technology Costs 
- Impacts (Climate and Health) 
- Economic Valuation 

The final cost-benefit analysis compares the results of the technology cost, emissions (fuel 
consumption only), and impacts models. The four modules and their input parameters are 
described below. 

C.1. Emissions 

The emissions module estimates total current and future emissions from transportation-
related sources for a single city or region under both baseline and intervention scenarios. 
The model was developed to estimate fleet-wide fuel consumption and emissions of carbon 
dioxide, particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5), black carbon, organic carbon, and methane 
(natural gas intervention only) from multiple on-road vehicle sources.  

The emissions model is a basic, bottom-up emissions model using a standard approach in 
which annual emissions of each species are estimated for each individual vehicle type a, fuel 
type b, and emission standard c according to: 

Ea,b,c = (Popa,b,c x EFa,b,c x VKTa)  

Where Pop is vehicle population, EF is emissions factor (corrected for fuel sulfur level), and 
VKT is annual vehicle kilometers traveled. 

Table C-1 summarizes the primary inputs to the emissions module. In most cases, default 
values in the model may be used in lieu of known local inputs. For example, the model is 
built using the COPERT European emissions model factors as defaults. All emissions factors 
are presented in terms of grams emitted per kilometer traveled. For compressed natural gas 
(CNG) bus projects, methane leakage is currently estimated using a leakage emissions factor 
of 1.99 g/km, consistent with that identified for New Delhi (Reynolds and Kandlikar 2008).   
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Table C- 1: Inputs to the Fleet Emissions Module 

- Historical and projected vehicle stock by vehicle type and fuel 
- Tailpipe standard implementation dates by vehicle type 
- Survival curves by vehicle type  
- Annual per vehicle VKT by vehicle type 
- Baseline emissions factors by vehicle type, fuel, and certified emissions standard 
- Fuel consumption rates by vehicle type, fuel, and certified emissions standard 
- Fuel sulfur levels by year 
- High-emitter rates and profiles by vehicle type, fuel, and emissions standard 

 

Inputs Shared with the Cost Module 

- Number of vehicles affected by the intervention 
- Activity (e.g., VKT) of vehicles affected  
- Certified emissions standard of vehicles affected  
- Specific technologies likely to be introduced as part of the intervention 
- Useful life of vehicles affected by the intervention 

To reduce data collection, the model can use a smaller number of inputs for fleets not 
directly affected by the intervention by using an average emissions factor for a fleet of one 
type of vehicle over time (e.g., trucks in a program designed to target buses). In contrast, a 
higher number of inputs is required to model emissions from the intervention fleet in order 
to estimate emissions from each vehicle type by age, fuel type, emissions standard, and so 
forth. 

Recognizing that data on vehicle population may be unavailable in some regions, economic 
data (e.g., GDP per capita or GDP growth rate) may be used to estimate and project vehicle 
populations. 

C.2. Technology Costs 

The technology cost module estimates the total additional cost of the intervention over time 
compared with costs under a business-as-usual scenario. The module can estimate a range 
of project types, including fleet-specific fuel switching, high-emitter evaluation, refinery 
upgrading, and more. 

For fleet intervention projects, the template for this module is the publicly available BestBus 
model, developed by MJ Bradley and Associates for Duke University. The model is a cost-of-
ownership model that evaluates costs over the life cycle of the fleet and was designed to 
assess fleet operations in the United States. While the model was originally designed to 
estimate costs of bus fleets, one can simplify and expand the model to cover additional 
categories of vehicles. 

The cost model was developed to evaluate the total cost of ownership over the useful life of 
a vehicle. Elements of total cost included in the model are bus purchase; 
purchase/installation of required fueling infrastructure; purchase/installation of required 
depot modifications and special tools; annual operator labor; annual bus maintenance and 
fuel costs; annual maintenance and operating cost of required fueling infrastructure, depot 
modifications, and special tools; and periodic bus overhaul costs. The analysis does not 
include full overhead for management functions such as road supervision, procurement, and 
so forth. In practice, these costs included in the model are simplified into three main inputs: 
initial capital costs, maintenance/operating costs, and fuel costs.  
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The model was designed to be dynamic, so that major assumptions about costs can be 
changed as new information becomes available and to facilitate “what if” and sensitivity 
analyses. The model includes default assumptions for many cost elements but also allows 
users to input their own values for every major assumption, if location-specific information 
is available. 

The model was set up to evaluate the differential costs and emissions of the following 
baseline bus and retrofit options: 

- Baseline Diesel (typical 1998-2001 diesel engine operated on either standard diesel 
fuel or a “baseline” biodiesel fuel blend) 

- DPF Retrofit (baseline diesel retrofit with a diesel particulate filter, and the following 
propulsion technology options for new buses) 

- CNG (natural gas engine compliant with 2007 or 2010 EPA emission standards and 
compressed natural gas fuel system) 

- Clean Diesel (diesel engine compliant with 2007 EPA emission standards) 

Some vehicle technologies require significant investments in new fueling infrastructure, 
depot modifications, and special tools. In the model, the cost of these depot investments is 
amortized over the entire useful life of the investment, which in many cases is longer than 
the useful life of the buses. The fueling infrastructure costs for diesel are zero since the 
model assumes that diesel fueling stations already exist and that no modifications are 
necessary. Default purchase and lifetime costs for the different bus technologies are shown 
in Table C-2. 

Table C- 2: Default Costs for Bus/Truck Technology Intervention 

Capital Costs (fleet intervention) 

Vehicle Type New Purchase Price 

 low high 

baseline diesel $150,000 $180,000 

clean diesel $158,000 $188,000 

retrofit $5,000 $8,000 

compressed natural gas – original equipment manufacturer $172,500 $207,000 

CNG - conversion $15,000 $30,000 

liquefied natural gas - OEM $172,500 $207,000 

“green freight” retrofit $10,000 $12,000 

   

Fueling Infrastructure  

Fuel Type Cost Per Fueling Station 

 low high 

diesel $0 $0 

CNG $5,600,000 $6,720,000 

LNG $5,600,000 $6,720,000 

   

Operational Costs (fleet intervention) 

Vehicle Type Lifetime Average Cost Per Km 

 low High 

baseline diesel $0.32 $0.55 

clean diesel $0.32 $0.55 

retrofit diesel $0.32 $0.55 

CNG - OEM $0.35 $0.60 

CNG - conversion $0.35 $0.60 

LNG - OEM $0.35 $0.60 

“green freight” retrofit $0.32 $0.55 
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Another fundamental input to the cost model is the cost of capital (i.e., capital discount rate, 
inflation rate, and so forth).  

For large scale, fleet-wide emissions standards and fuel quality improvement interventions, 
the model estimates the incremental costs associated with additional emissions control 
technologies for vehicles as well as refinery capital upgrades and operations costs for fuel 
desulfurization. Default vehicle technology cost estimates are presented in Table C-3; these 
numbers are ICCT estimates of cumulative emissions control technology costs over no-
control engines across a range of developed and developing countries.  

Table C- 3: Cumulative Costs for Vehicle Technology Improvement by Emissions Standard 

 

Large 

Buses Minibuses Taxis 

Private 

Cars Motorcycles 

Light 

Trucks 

Heavy 

Trucks 

Fuel Diesel Diesel Gasoline Gasoline Gasoline Diesel Diesel 

Euro I $446 $446 $239 $239 $29 $446 $446 

Euro II $588 $588 $293 $293 $35 $588 $588 

Euro III $1,893 $1,707 $359 $359 $51 $1,707 $1,893 

Euro IV $3,298 $2,945 $432 $432 $51 $2,945 $3,298 

Euro V $4,898 $4,262 $474 $474 $54 $4,262 $4,898 

Euro VI $6,782 $5,502 $489 $489 $100 $5,502 $6,782 

Costs for fuel desulfurization are computed based on estimates of refinery upgrade costs in 
cents/liter per 100 ppm sulfur reduction. Defaults values in the model are $0.01-0.02 per 
liter per 100 ppm sulfur reduction for low and high cost estimates (adapted from Hart 
Energy and MathPro 2012).  

C.3. Impacts 

From total emissions data, the impacts model estimates total climate impacts as well as total 
effects on human health in both the baseline and intervention scenarios. 

Climate impacts are reported as carbon-dioxide-equivalent emissions (CO2e). For simplicity 
and to maintain consistency with standard greenhouse emissions inventory accounting, a 
GWP is applied in this study. Table C-4 gives the pollutants accounted for in the climate 
impacts model and the conversion factors used to estimate total CO2e. 

Table C- 4: Emissions in Climate Impacts Model and Metric Conversion Values to Estimate CO2e 

  GWP20 GWP100 

Black Carbon 3,200 900 

Organic Carbon -154 -42 

Methane 72 25 

Carbon Dioxide 1 1 

Sources: Black carbon global warming potential (GWP) from Bond et al. 2013; organic carbon GWP from Bond et 
al. 2011; and methane and carbon dioxide GWP from Forster et al. 2007. 

The health model developed by ICCT estimates health impacts in urban areas based on 
ambient concentrations of primary PM10 and PM2.5. The health benefits of a policy 
intervention are determined based on the way in which ambient particulate concentrations 
diminish. Any analysis that yields a direct comparison of ambient particulate concentrations 
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in intervention versus nonintervention (baseline) scenarios will allow for estimates of 
corresponding improvements in public health.  

Emissions inventories provide information necessary to estimate population-level exposure 
and health consequences. This is based on a conversion of total annual emissions of fine 
particulate matter (PM2.5) to annual average ambient concentrations. Long-term exposure to 
PM2.5 is known to increase the risk of death from lung cancer, heart disease, and childhood 
respiratory infections.17 Other pollutants can also be included, but for simplicity the current 
modeling evaluates only the potential premature mortality caused by exposure to primary 
PM2.5. This will result in an underestimate of health effects but can still provide a useful 
indication of the magnitude and potential for benefits from new vehicle emissions control 
policies.  

 

Figure C- 1: Conceptual Framework for Valuing the Health Benefits of an Emissions Control Strategy 

The change in the contribution of vehicle emissions to outdoor ambient air pollution caused 
by a new policy is related directly to changes in health outcomes. Since policymakers are 
interested in comparing the a cost of policy against its benefits, the total lives saved can be 
converted through a formula to U.S. dollars or any other national currency to estimate the 
net benefits of the policy; costs can then be measured directly against the benefits to 
estimate U.S. dollars per life saved as a measure of cost-effectiveness. The following 
provides a detailed description of these methods, assuming the presence of at least two 
emissions inventories representing annual average emissions of PM2.5 concentrations under 
business-as-usual and new policy scenarios.  

Converting Emissions to Concentrations 

Primary PM2.5 emissions from the transportation sector are ground-based and mixed 
thoroughly in the urban atmosphere, which makes them well-suited to a health modeling 
approach that uses intake fractions as a measure of exposure. This can facilitate a rapid 
estimate of the population-level health burden that avoids the development and application 
of air quality dispersion models.  

The concept of intake fraction was formally defined in Bennett et al. (2002) as a way to 
quantify the emissions-to-intake relationship for any given chemical compound from a 
particular source. To avoid the need for GIS-based analysis of pollutant concentrations and 
the resulting exposure in every model run, a health model has been developed in 
collaboration with researchers at the University of California, Berkeley, that utilizes a set of 

                                                           
17

 Based on a review of the evidence by the World Health Organization to estimate health impacts from all 
outdoor sources of air pollution. 
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pre-calculated, spatially derived exposure metrics called intake fractions for a global set of 
3,646 cities (Apte et al. 2012). Through a series of equations, these metrics relate on-road 
emissions within an urban area to urban pollutant concentrations. A dimensionless 
parameter, the intake fraction of an emissions source can take any value from 0 to 1. An 
intake fraction of 20 ppm, for example, means that, of a million grams of a compound 
emitted, 20 grams are inhaled. Expressed mathematically (Apte et al. 2012),  

Equation (1)     
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where  iF is the source-specific intake fraction, 

T1 and T2 are the starting and ending times of an emissions process, 

P is the number of people exposed, 

Qi(t) is the volumetric breathing rate (m3/s) for individual i at time t, 

Ci(t) is the incremental concentration (g/m3) at time t in individual i’s breathing zone 
that is attributable to the emissions process, and 

E(t) is the emission rate from the process (g/s) at time t. 

An intake fraction is an extrinsic property of an emissions source; it is context-specific, 
depending on the causes of dispersal and the availability of a nearby population to inhale 
the emissions (Bennett et al. 2002). Intake fractions can be generalized for a type of source 
in a given area.  

In a specific application of the intake fraction concept, Apte et al. (2012) estimated the intra-
urban intake fractions from spatially distributed, ground-level emissions sources (vehicles 
driven within the city). These intake fractions are valid for conserved, nonreactive emissions, 
which is a reasonable model for PM2.5, carbon monoxide, and benzene within urban areas, 
since their decay rate is much lower than the rate at which they leave the city air 
compartment (wind speed over city length, u/L). 

The intake fraction can be used to model annual average urban concentration from 
emissions because it incorporates a number of city-specific parameters into a single value. 
However, this application of the intake fraction requires certain assumptions. First, it applies 
to widely-dispersed and well-mixed ground-level emissions sources only. Transportation-
related emissions are therefore a good candidate for this approach. Second, only conserved 
pollutants can be modeled. In this exercise, exposure to PM2.5 is modeled while other 
pollutants are not considered. Since exposure to PM2.5 contributes to the bulk of health 
impacts caused by transportation emissions, this limitation serves to produce 
underestimates of total health impacts. Finally, the intake fraction applies in urban areas, so 
impacts in rural areas are not considered here. 

The equation to relate city-specific emissions to concentrations is as follows: 

Equation (2)     
      

      
 

where   C is the annual concentration of a conserved, nonreactive pollutant, 

iF is the city-specific intake fraction for on-road emissions, 

E is the total on-road emissions within the city, 

  P is the city population, and 

 BR is the annual individual breathing rate (assumed to be 5292.5 m3/yr) 
(U.S. EPA, 2009).  
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A health modeling approach that uses an intake fraction from each city in the year 2000 to 
calculate the pollutant concentrations arising from vehicle emissions in that city is used. 
Because an intake fraction changes with a change in either city area or city population, it can 
be projected into future years using equation 3. 

Equation (3)            (
  

    
)
 

 

where  iFt is the intake fraction in year t, 

  iFt-1 is the intake fraction in a previous model year, 

  Pt is the city population in year t, 

  Pt-1 is the city population in a previous model year, and 

  m is a region-specific coefficient determined by linear population density. 

Equation 3 is based on the observation that linear population density, (LPD), or the 
population of a city divided by the square root of the city’s area, tends to remain constant 
over time. This metric can be used to predict change in city size based on population growth 
(Marshall 2007). LPD values were derived individually for each region using a linear 
regression. 

The benefits of the intake fraction approach include the ability to calculate results quickly 
following changes in emissions inventories. This approach also has its limitations: 
concentration values are less precise than values produced from a spatially explicit model. 
This approach to estimating intake fractions can only be applied for conserved, nonreactive 
pollutants; it does not accommodate secondary pollutants like ozone and secondary 
particulate matter. 

Exposure and Health Impacts 

The intake fraction approach can be applied to estimate exposure and, using population and 
urban density, ambient urban concentrations for any conserved compounds emitted from 
on-road vehicles. Because national emissions inventories are calculated on an annual basis, 
ambient concentration estimates are annual averages. No assumptions are made regarding 
ambient concentrations at a finer temporal scale (i.e., assuming higher seasonal or 24-hour 
averages). For the health analysis conducted in this study, the compound of most interest is 
primary PM2.5 since PM2.5 concentrations are most strongly associated with adverse health 
effects from long-term exposure. Krewski et al. (2009) provide dose-response curves that 
can be incorporated into a methodology developed by the World Health Organization for 
calculating the health impacts of outdoor air pollution based on ambient annual PM2.5 
(Cohen et al. 2004; Ostro 2004). From these methods, the health modeling can calculate 
three endpoints: premature mortality in adults over the age of 30 from lung cancer and from 
a range of cardiopulmonary diseases and mortality in children under the age of five from 
acute respiratory infection (ARI) (Cohen et al. 2004). No morbidity health conditions, such as 
chronic bronchitis, are evaluated here. This follows the WHO precedent of only evaluating 
mortality. Limited work has been done to extrapolate exposure-response relationships for 
morbidity outcomes to the international scale, and  broadly available and consistent 
underlying incidence data for morbidity effects is needed before the work can proceed.  

PAF Methods 

Health impact is quantified by calculating the Population Attributable Fraction (PAF), or the 
fraction of deaths from a discrete cause within the specified population that are attributable 
to a particular risk factor (Ezzati et al. 2004). This approach compares the current risks of 
mortality faced by the urban population due to long-term exposure to PM2.5 with the lower 
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risk they would face at some minimum exposure level (termed the counterfactual). Health 
effects studies have failed to find a minimum exposure threshold below which there is no 
increased risk of premature mortality (Ostro 2004). In any case, because of the ubiquity of 
low-level concentrations of non-anthropogenic PM2.5, a counterfactual of zero may be 
unrealistic. The health modeling assumes a plausible minimum exposure level of four 
micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m3) for PM2.5 and 10 µg/m3 for PM10, as suggested by Ostro 
(2004).  

Dose-Response Functions 

Each of the three disease categories considered in the model—lung cancer, 
cardiopulmonary disease, and ARI—has a dose-response function that predicts the increase 
in risk relative to the counterfactual, expressed as the relative risk (RR). For acute respiratory 
infection, RR is calculated based on a commonly used linear dose-response function, in 
which a percentage increase in risk is directly proportional to an increase in ambient PM 
levels, as shown in Equation 4: 

Equation (4)        [ (        )] 

where   β is an empirically determined coefficient specific to a disease category, 

  Cobs is the observed pollutant concentration, and 

  CME is the minimum exposure level (counterfactual). 

Some U.S. and European models perform calculations of PM2.5-related premature mortality 
from lung cancer or heart disease using a linear dose-response function from empirically 
derived relationships gathered from the American Cancer Society study (Krewski et al. 2009). 
With global modeling, however, observed concentrations may lie beyond the range of those 
evaluated in the American Cancer Society study. Extrapolation of this data to high 
concentrations may produce unrealistic values. In the WHO Comparative Quantification of 
Health Risks report, the authors addressed this issue by reviewing a large body of 
epidemiological studies of fine particulate effects with broader ranges of exposure values 
and chose to use a function that showed decreased response at higher concentrations 
(Cohen et al. 2004). This takes the form shown in Equation 5: 

Equation (5)     [
      

     
]
 

  

where   β is an empirically determined coefficient specific to a disease category, 

  Cobs is the observed pollutant concentration, and 

  CME is the minimum exposure level (counterfactual). 

This function is used in the model for cardiopulmonary disease and lung cancer. Recent 
epidemiological analysis affirms the choice of these curves for cardiopulmonary effects 
(Pope et. al. 2011). 

The PAF is calculated from the RR following Equation 6: 

Equation (6)      
    

  
 

where PAF is the fraction of deaths in a given disease category attributable to PM2.5 
 exposure, and 

RR is the risk ratio for that disease category. 

 

The PAF is then used for the final calculation of PM2.5 health impacts as shown in Equation 7: 
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Equation (7)              

where   

E is the number of premature mortalities in a given disease category associated with 
PM2.5 exposure, 

PAF for a given disease category is calculated as in Equation 6, 

B is the baseline annual mortality rate for the given disease, and  

P is the at-risk population.  

The final values from Equation 7 require the use of data from sources external to this model. 
Baseline mortality rates (B) are made available from the WHO for 2004, 2008, 2015, and 
2030. Mortality rates are interpolated for model years in which these statistics are not 
available. The at-risk population (P) is calculated as all urban residents within the relevant 
age category for a given disease. The populations of the cities included in the model are 
based on nationally reported data from 2000 and estimated for future model years based on 
national population growth rates. The percentage of the population within the relevant age 
categories is taken from UN population statistics (UNDESA 2012). 

Effects Specific to On-Road Vehicle Emissions 

The WHO methods described thus far enable estimates of premature mortality based on the 
total concentration of PM2.5 within a city originating from vehicle emissions and other 
sources. Quantifying the specific impacts of on-road vehicle emissions requires some 
modification to the calculation. In the case of ARI this is relatively straightforward, as the 
linear dose-response function in Equation 4 is not dependent on background concentrations. 
The incremental change in risk from the addition of on-road vehicle emissions to ambient 
concentrations is calculated as shown in Equation 8: 

Equation (8)         [ (   )] 

where   

RRT is the risk ratio specific to on-road transportation, 

β is the empirically determined coefficient specific to a disease category, and 

ΔCT is the change in concentration due to on-road emissions. 

RRT can be used in Equations 6 and 7 to determine the number of premature 
mortalities associated with on-road transportation emissions. 

Nonlinear dose-response functions complicate this calculation for lung cancer and 
cardiopulmonary disease because health benefits depend on total background 
concentration of fine particulates. If one assumes that an elimination of transportation-
related emissions is the only source of change, referred to in the health model as the first-
to-go (FTG) assumption, then the new risk ratio RRftg is calculated as shown in Equation 9:  

Equation (9)        [
          

     
]
 

 

where   Cobs is the total urban PM2.5 concentration, 

  ΔCT is the change in concentration due to on-road emissions, 

  CME is the minimum exposure level (counterfactual), and 

  β is the coefficient for the disease category. 
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If RRftg were used directly in Equation 6 to determine a new PAFftg, the PAFftg value would 
refer to a fraction of the baseline mortality occurring at the hypothetical concentration Cobs-
ΔCT  rather than the observed concentration Cobs. Applying PAFftg in Equation 7 to estimate 
health endpoints would require a new value for baseline mortality rate B to reflect the 
change.  A modification of Equation 6 that allows an estimate of the change in impact using 
the available observed mortality data is shown in Equation 10: 

Equation (10)          [
     

  
  ] 

The ΔftgPAF can then be used in Equation 7 to determine the change in the number of 
premature mortalities if transportation emissions were eliminated under FTG assumptions. 
Because of the decreasing impact of 1 µg/m3 of PM2.5 at high concentrations, the first-to-go 
change in PAF, Δftg, is a low-end estimate. 

At the other extreme, one could assume that all other anthropogenic sources of local air 
pollutants are eliminated, making on-road transportation emissions last-to-go (LTG). In this 
case, the effects of transportation-related fine particulate concentration CT could be 
calculated as shown in Equation 11: 

Equation (11)        [
         

     
]
 

  

where   ΔCT is the change in concentration due to on-road emissions, 

  CME is the minimum exposure level (counterfactual), and 

  β is the coefficient for the disease category. 

In this case, the new PAF is calculated as shown in Equation 12: 

Equation (12)              
     

  
 

where  RRltg is the risk ratio calculated in Equation 11, and 

  RR is the risk ratio for all air pollution, calculated as in Equation 5.  

PAFltg can then be used in Equation 7 to determine the change in premature mortalities 
under the LTG assumption. This produces a high-end impact estimate. One would expect 
premature mortalities to fall somewhere between the extremes of the FTG and LTG 
assumptions. To reflect that, the study reports premature mortalities attributable to on-road 
transportation emissions as the mean of the two calculations, with bars denoting the upper 
and lower extremes. 

Table C- 5: Inputs to the Impacts Model 

- emissions estimates under intervention and nonintervention scenarios 
- value of a statistical life (VSL) in project country 
- gross national income (GNI) per capita 
- inflation rate 
- discount rate 
- life expectancy 
- population size (historical and projected) 
- average age of population 
- baseline mortality parameters 
- ambient PM2.5 levels (baseline and intervention scenarios) 
- intake fraction 
- metric conversion factors for CO2e 
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C.4. Economic Valuation 

The cost-benefit model monetizes the carbon-equivalent emissions of black carbon (and co-
pollutants of primary PM2.5) as well as the health impacts caused by exposure to emissions 
of PM2.5. The model can produce results in terms of net benefits as well as cost-effectiveness 
per life saved or carbon-dioxide-equivalent emissions reduced.  

Health Valuation 

To perform a cost-benefit analysis, the value of a statistical life (VSL) is estimated for the 
region in question using willingness-to-pay studies conducted in the United States and 
applying a benefit transfer to convert these results to other regions. VSLs are bounded by 
estimates of projected future income and consumption. Analysis is conducted and 
aggregated over long time horizons, based on health impacts distributed with a mortality lag 
adjustment.  

VSL is the tool that enables the monetization of health benefits.  It “reflects the aggregation 
of individuals’ willingness to pay for fatal risk reduction and therefore the economic value to 
society to reduce the statistical incidence of premature death in the population by one.”18  It 
is not meant to represent the value of any individual person’s life but to provide a way for 
quantifying societal benefits of a regulation or program that could result in reduced 
premature mortality. Methods adopted generally follow those used in two recent cost-
benefit analyses of potential health benefits resulting from transportation-relevant policies 
and programs in developing countries (ICF International 2009; Abt Associates 2011). Three 
health valuation approaches are generally considered by analysts: cost of illness, monetized 
quality-adjusted life years (QALYs), and willingness to pay (WTP) (Hammitt 2000). WTP, 
which represents one’s willingness to pay for statistical reduction in risk of mortality or 
illness/morbidity from a particular activity or exposure by capturing the trade-off between 
income and health improvements, remains the most widely adopted method for cost-
benefit analysis. 

In addition to using the mean value of VSL calculated from WTP studies conducted in the 
target country, a benefits transfer approach using the most widely cited base VSL derived 
from a U.S. hedonic wage study (Viscusi 2004) is applied. Its model allows for the option to 
apply the median VSL from a meta-analysis of WTP studies across the world adjusted for U.S. 
income at time of study (Viscusi and Aldy 2003; see Table C-6). Since VSL is inherently 
constrained by one’s ability to pay (personal income), one can apply the following equation 
to adjust for income growth and inflation between the year for which the base VSL is 
reported and 2010 U.S. dollars for both national and U.S. VSLs (Robinson 2008):19 

Equation (13)  

where  
VSLt and VSLt+n represent the VSLs at time t (the year base VSLs are reported) 
and t+n (the year for which monetary values are reported for the current study), 
respectively;  

i is the inflation rate in real dollars between years t and t+n20; g is the gross 
national income (GNI) purchasing power parity (PPP) per capita growth rate 
between t and t+n; and 

e is the income elasticity for VSL using the recommended value of 0.47. 

                                                           
18 He and Wang (2010).  
19

 All reported values are expressed in 2011 U.S. dollars, unless otherwise indicated. 
20

 Calculated using the U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI) for inflation between base VSL year and current year 
(http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm).  

  

VSLt+n =VSLt (1+ i)(1+ g)e
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The resultant VSLs in 2010 dollars are approximately $6.7 million (Viscusi 2004) and $9.7 
million (Viscusi and Aldy 2003). 

Table C- 6: Input Data and Sources for VSL Estimates and Benefit Transfers 

Variable Value Year Source 
VSL (1) 6.3M U.S.$ 2007 Viscusi (2004). 

VSL (2) 6.7M U.S.$ 2000 Viscusi and Aldy (2003); Meta-analysis of 
global WTP (revealed and stated preference) 
studies. 

VSL (3) ----  National WTP study. 

Gross National Income 
(GNI) per Capita Purchasing 
Price Parity (PPP) 

International 
$ 

2010 
 

World Bank International Comparison 
Program Database. 

Income Elasticity for U.S. 0.47  Viscusi and Aldy (2003). 

Income Elasticity for 
Benefit Transfer to Target 
Countries 

1  World Bank staff. 

Life Expectancy at Birth   World Health Organization Global Health 
Observatory Data Repository. 

Life expectancy at Average 
Age 

  World Health Organization Global Health 
Observatory Data Repository. 

Expenditures per Capita   World Bank International Comparison 
Program Database. 

Discount Rate 7%  EPA Clean Air Act Retrospective; U.S. Office of 
Management and Budget Circulator on 
Regulatory Impact Analysis Guidelines. 

GNI per Capita Annual 
Compound Growth Rate 

  World Bank International Comparison 
Program Database. 

Benefit Transfer 

Empirical data are the gold standard by which a VSL for any country should be derived. 
Frequently, empirical data are not available, and estimates must be made based on studies 
conducted in other countries. The method for deriving VSL for a country from data collected 
elsewhere is called benefit transfer. The benefit transfer approach attempts to adjust VSL 
using all available information that explains differences between countries. To date, no 
reliable evidence other than income has been used in benefit transfer. It is, however, 
plausible to adjust for differences using other information as well, including type of fatality 
(e.g., workplace injury versus air pollution injury) or the age of affected individuals.  

Benefit transfer using income assumes that VSL differences between countries are entirely 
attributable to income differences and that this relationship can be described by empirically 
derived income elasticity (Hammitt and Robinson 2011), as in equation 14: 

 Equation (14)  

   

where  
VSLa and VSLb represent the VSLs for country a (the United States) and b (the 
target country); 

GNIa and GNIb are the gross national incomes (GNI) per capita for the same 
countries a and b; and 

e is the income elasticity. 

   

VSLb =VSLa
GNIb

GNIa

æ 

è 
ç 

ö 

ø 
÷ 
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For all calculations requiring income estimates, GNI per capita at purchasing power parity 
(PPP) in current international dollars was selected, since this is the measure favored by the 
World Bank as the most accurate representation of well-being in monetary terms for 
international comparisons.21 Growth rates reflect an average from 1995-2009 for the 
country of analysis.  

Many of the U.S. WTP studies found income elasticities smaller than 1.0, but several similar 
studies conducted in developing countries revealed elasticities greater than 1.0 and closer to 
2.0 (ICF International 2009; Hammitt and Robinson 2011). Based on guidance from World 
Bank staff, this cost-benefit analysis uses an income elasticity of 1.0.  

Mortality Lag Adjustments  

Manifestations of negative health consequences (including mortalities) from increased 
emissions for a given year are distributed among subsequent years. By the same logic, only a 
fraction of health benefits from reduced emissions experienced in any given year are 
observed the same year. This is an important consideration in health valuation because of 
the nature of social and consumer discounting. A premature mortality avoided today is 
worth more than a premature mortality avoided in the future. As such, this study follows the 
recommendation of the U.S. EPA’s Advisory Council on Clean Air Compliance Analysis to use 
a 20-year mortality lag structure with the following distribution: 30 percent of Year 1’s 
estimated health benefits can be ascribed to Year 1, 50 percent equally allocated in Years 2-
5, and 20 percent equally allocated in Years 6-20 (U.S. EPA Science Advisory Board 2004). 

Bounded VSLs Using Discounted Total Income and Consumption 

An economic reality check is often recommended for benefit transfer estimates of VSLs, 
especially for low-income countries and when using elasticities greater than 1.0. According 
to economic welfare theory, the VSL cannot realistically fall below the present value of 
future lifetime income or expenditure. Extrapolated VSLs that are less than these values 
should be replaced by estimates of future lifetime income. To do so, one determines the 
average age of the population by taking the median age of life expectancy at birth. This age 
is then used in the determination of life expectancy at the average age (Hammitt and 
Robinson 2011; Viscusi 2004). Assuming constant income and consumption, the net present 
value (NPV) is calculated as follows in equation 15: 

 Equation (15)  

    

where  

P is the principal value (GNI-PPP per capita or expenditures per capita); 

r is the discount rate; and 

n is the number of years.  

While the range often reported for discount rates is 3-7 percent, a discount rate of seven 
percent in developing economies is applied since the social rate of time preference often 
results in a discount rate closer to and often in excess of seven percent (Hammitt and 
Robinson 2011). 

VSL Estimates with Projected Income Growth  

                                                           
21 

Acquired from the World Bank International Comparison Program Database. 

   

NPV = P
1- (1+ r)-n

r
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To adjust the VSL for projected increases in income during the time horizon of the study 
(from base year t to future year t+n ), equation 16 (Abt Associates 2011) can be applied: 

Equation (16)   

Where 

 GNIb,t  is the calculated or observed income of country b in year t; 

GNIb,t+n  is the projected income of country b after n years; 

ga is the annual GNI-PPP per capita growth rate22;  

n is the number of years since year t; and 

e is the income elasticity for the VSL (Table H-5). This elasticity is the same 
used to transfer benefits between the U.S. and study countries, assuming 
individual preferences remain constant during the time horizon considered.  

Sensitivity Analyses and Uncertainties  

In this framework, the median value for each country uses parameters that are the most 
widely accepted and empirically supported for developing countries: elasticity = 1.0, VSL = 
$6.7 million (in 2007 U.S. dollars), and discount rate = 7 percent. All other permutations of 
elasticities (1.5, 2.0), U.S. and target-country-derived VSLs, and discount rates (3 percent) 
can also be presented as a range, demonstrating both the sensitivity to and uncertainty 
involved in these parameters. Future work may wish to evaluate the sensitivity of estimates 
to the present value of lost earnings as an alternative benefits measure. 

Final Calculations for Monetizing Health and Climate Benefits 

Annual benefits are calculated by multiplying the mortality-lag-adjusted number of deaths 
avoided each year with the VSL estimated from income projections for the same year. 
Annual health benefits are reported as the net present value in 2011 U.S. dollars using a 7-
percent discount rate. The cumulative benefit is simply the sum of annual benefits over the 
time horizon of the study. Net benefit, as a measure of economic “reasonableness,” is the 
difference between cumulative benefit and total cost of implementing the policy 
(Wilhelmine et al. 2006).  

Cost-effectiveness is an additional calculation option given in the model and represents the 
cost of implementing the policy per premature mortality avoided (dollars/life saved)—either 
cumulative or annual cost and mortality avoided—and is used in parallel to identify the most 
efficient and “least burdensome” of reasonable policy options. 

Climate benefits are calculated by multiplying emissions of CO2e in each year with a 
corresponding social cost of carbon value estimated in that year. Values applied for the 
social cost of carbon are given in Appendix D. Based on Yohe et al. (2007), an annual 
inflation rate of 2.5 percent is applied to estimate the social cost of carbon (SCC) in future 
years. It may be appropriate to adjust the SCC for real income growth but not for inflation 
(unless all other quantities are adjusted -  in particular the mortality values). In addition, if 
nominal rather than real dollars are used, it may be appropriate to use a nominal rather 
than a real discount rate. These issues should be explored in future research. 

                                                           
22

 Annual compound growth rates estimated from 2000-2009 using a World Bank database applying the 

following equation:  where r is the growth 

rate, x1 and x2 are population or income values and t1 and t2 are years for which x1 and x2 are reported.  
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Table C- 7: Inputs to the Cost-Benefit Analysis Model 

- VSL for U.S. (or target country) income 
- VSL year 
- GNI PPP for the U.S. (or target country) 
- Income growth elasticity for the U.S. (or target country) 
- GNI per capita for target country 
- GNI per capita PPP for target country 
- Life expectancy at birth for target country 
- Life expectancy at average age in target country for current year 
- Expenditures per capita (actual individual in current international $ at PPP) 
- Social cost of a metric ton of carbon-dioxide-equivalent in current and future years 
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D.1. Methods for Assessing Policy Effectiveness 

Policies to reduce diesel black carbon may require large capital investments in refinery 
upgrades, natural gas refueling infrastructure, vehicle upgrades, retrofits, and other 
measures. These would be expected to produce certain benefits, including a reduction in 
global temperature change as well as declines in transportation-related premature 
mortality. Methods to compare the expected benefits of policies against their costs are 
useful to the policy community for evaluating effectiveness. This information can play an 
important role in clarifying whether a policy should be adopted or rejected. 

Two commonly applied analytical tools for evaluating costs and benefits are Cost-Benefit 
Analysis (CBA) and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (CEA; see Figure E-1). Both of these are 
applicable to an assessment of diesel particulate matter controls.  

CBA monetizes the benefits of a policy (health improvements or other associated outcomes) 
and compares this to the estimated cost of implementing that policy. Of the two 
frameworks, its analytical approach is more consistent with economic utility theory, as both 
costs and benefits are aggregated in such a way as to reflect net individual and social well-
being. Because the outcome is net benefits, the decision criteria are that a policy is 
“reasonable” if benefits exceed costs, and the “least burdensome” or preferred choice 
among many policies is the one with the largest net benefits (Wilhelmine et al. 2006). CBA 
has historically been the preferred analytical tool of regulatory agencies in the United States, 
including the Environmental Protection Agency. in addition, monetizing health benefits 
allows policymakers to incorporate nonhuman health benefits (e.g., ecosystem health, 
infrastructure damage). The most salient disadvantages of CBA are the ethical reservations 
about monetizing all benefits and the failure to account for distributional effects, with a 
related qualm being the limitations in metrics that lead to undervaluation of human health 
impacts. Nonetheless, CBA remains a critical part of the decision-making process since 
regulatory adoption is often constrained by budgetary allocation. 

In CEA, the cost required to implement a policy is presented per unit of “benefit” as a ratio—
for example, of total cost of an air pollution abatement technology per disease or mortality 
avoided (dollars per case of chronic bronchitis or per quality-adjusted life year). CEA also 
shares a theoretical consistency with CBA, as it uses opportunity costs as a basis for 
evaluation--though one must be careful not to interpret CEA as representing economic 
efficiency in terms of social welfare since a smallest dollar cost does not necessarily generate 
lowest welfare loss (Krupnick 2004). Additionally, the CEA decision criteria only enables a 
relative comparison of policies to identify the least burdensome policy. Reasonableness 
(that is, whether a policy is worthwhile) can only be established if regulators apply a CEA 
threshold for policy action (Wilhelmine et al. 2006), in which case CEA and CBA would be 
highly comparable, with the added benefit that CEA enables a better assessment of changes 
stemming from incremental changes in policy. CEA guidelines have primarily been 
developed for health care policies and medical expenditures and not for regulatory 
purposes. Because the benefits measure is often a health index and non-monetary in nature, 
CEA is more palatable to those who wish to avoid monetizing health and safety impacts.  

Both frameworks are founded in economic efficiency and considered “complementary 
measures of outcomes” by the Institute of Medicine and the National Academy of Sciences 
(Wilhelmine et al. 2006). Only a handful of published studies exist, however, that examine 
whether CBA and CEA result in systematic differences in recommendations or decision 
outcomes, and these studies are restricted to analyses of health services and medical 
treatments. Since the most widely accepted and valid CEA studies rely on health state 
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indices, known broadly as quality-adjusted life years (QALYs), and CBA studies rely primarily 
on willingness-to-pay measures (WTP), the choice between CBA and CEA must necessarily 
consider the trade-offs between WTP and QALYs (Krupnick 2004). It is also possible, 
however, to quantify benefits simply as number of lives saved or cases of illness avoided. 
Keeping best practices in mind, the major differences between CEA and CBA are (1) the 
choice between a monetary or health index/effectiveness measure; and (2) the social equity 
of welfare gains.  

Willingness to Pay (WTP) versus Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) in Comparing CBA and 
CEA 

The criteria for assessing health valuation measures can generally be thought of as either 
policy-focused or technical in nature (Krupnick 2004). QALYs are integrated index measures 
for the health-related quality of life (HRQL) impacts of different conditions and incorporate 
both mortality and morbidity into one measure. Unlike other single-dimension measures of 
public health, such as mortality, QALYs also consider trade-offs between different health 
states and longevity. WTP23 measures one’s willingness to pay for a statistical reduction in 
risk of mortality or illness/morbidity from a particular activity or exposure by capturing the 
trade-off between income (which can be used to derive utility from other goods) and health 
improvements. For mortality, WTP is also known as the value of a statistical life (VSL), which 
is the total amount a society would be willing to pay to avoid the risk associated with 
causing one “statistical” death. For example, if stated preference studies yielded a WTP of 
$5 to reduce risk of dying by 1/10,000, then the VSL would be $50,000.  

The Policy Approach 

Much of the controversy over the choice of CBA or CEA arises from ethical and equity issues 
between QALYs and WTP. Because WTP measures are inherently constrained by one’s ability 
to pay (income level), there is strong concern that CBA has a bias toward programs and 
policies that benefit the prosperous over the poor. The income independence of QALYs 
assumes that health preferences and consumption are or can be separate. However, QALYs 
can be affected by the distribution of income as well (life expectancy differences between 
those who have higher or lower incomes) (Hammitt 2000; Wilhelmine et al. 2006). For 
example, the utility consequences of a health impairment could depend on one’s ability to 
mitigate it, which might depend on one’s economic circumstances. Some question whether 
the income distribution effect is actually smaller in CEA. Another equity concern with QALYs 
is that they inherently value healthier and younger individuals more. Like income disparities, 
this can be corrected for, but income adjustments do not correct for discrimination between 
nations with different mean incomes.  

Because QALYs have gained general acceptance among health professionals and academics 
and WTP/VSLs are preferred by environmental economists, palatability of and familiarity 
with a certain outcome (net benefits as measured using VSLs or cost per benefit) are also of 
importance. Besides professional and academic biases for certain approaches, cultural 
differences between countries may make the choice of valuation a case-by-case 
consideration. Some policymakers may consider it unethical to “value” human life, even if 
this concern is largely the result of misunderstanding what exactly is being valued in VSL 
studies (Hammitt 2002). Even under the CEA approach, a decision must still be made 
regarding what cost per QALY is acceptable or excessive, and this requires some 
determination regarding how much should be spent to save each life. 
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 WTP can also be defined as the rate of substitution between income/wealth and whatever good is being 
valued. It is supposed to represent the individual’s preference for more income versus more of the 
good being valued. 
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The Technical Approach 

Since CBA and CEA are economic valuations and are tools to judge economic efficiency, 
health and environmental economists have often considered whether an approach is “utility 
based,” that is, consistent with affected individuals’ preferences within the subfield of 
welfare economics (Hammitt 2002). Between stated and revealed preference measures, 
stated preference (contingent) is beginning to gain more credibility since the market 
behavior revealed in wage-risk studies has been criticized as being too dissimilar from other 
associated health risks being considered. For QALYs, there are a number of methods for 
arriving at an index for a health condition, and both the standard gamble method and the 
trade-off methods are consistent with assessing utility and risk, conditional on individual 
preferences being consistent with QALYs (Hammitt 2002). Because QALYs and the stated 
preference WTP studies rely on similar survey methodologies, they share similar limitations, 
although WTP surveys are often viewed as of higher methodological quality with respect to 
defining realistic, plausible valuation questions (Krupnick 2004).  

Another consideration is the parsimony of an approach or the estimation of a measure. 
Simplicity and transparency are desirable qualities in any model but must be balanced by 
building in enough of the mechanisms that best capture reality. Bulky models with many 
inputs can increase the level of uncertainty or lead to over-fitting of the model. It may be 
best to avoid too many corrections or adjustments that unnecessarily fine-tune for every 
consideration, especially if they have ambiguous directional impacts on VSL (e.g., health 
status, income, age distribution, discount rates, time lag, life span, cultural differences), as 
they may introduce more error into VSL estimates. For example, to monetize QALYs for 
purposes of comparing environmental damages, one must apply WTP techniques of 
annualizing VSL that are not widely practiced among regulatory agencies and not 
recommended by the OMB (Krupnick 2004; Wilhelmine et al. 2006). 

Outcomes of sensitivity tests to inputs with large ranges of uncertainty can also be 
considered in choosing a health measure since it is often better to use metrics that are more 
robust against assumptions. For example, many studies have found that VSL is fairly 
invariant to discount rate (U.S. EPA 2011; Muller et al. 2011), whereas the EPA’s Clean Air 
Act retrospective and prospective analyses showed strong sensitivity of VSL to probable 
income elasticities (U.S. EPA 2011). QALYs and WTP can both in theory provide a 
comprehensive picture since each measure can include several health statuses. One 
drawback of the WTP is that it has been elicited for only a very small number of morbidities. 
Still, WTP can include more than just health (i.e., to aggregate analyses for gross economic 
damages as done in many environmental economics studies; see Muller et al. 2011). 
Additionally, it is firmly agreed upon that WTPs better capture qualitative aspects of risk and 
preferences for both acute and chronic health effects (which QALYs, by definition, cannot). 
This could be a disadvantage of WTP as well, for estimates may be overly influenced by 
these concerns.  

Finally, there are practical considerations of data availability. Thanks to the predominance of 
VSLs available from WTP wage-risk studies conducted using blue-collar employee data, many 
CBA studies have methodologies for which more and better information is readily available 
(ICF International 2009). If CEA is used in lieu of CBA, however, a threshold value would have 
to be identified in order to establish reasonableness. CEA ratios would otherwise need to be 
compared to adopted policies and regulations considered successful in order to determine 
whether or not the cost justifies the life years gained. 

A key and summary consideration arising from these comparisons between WTP and QALYs 
is whether one is seeking to undertake a largely economic valuation or a public health 
valuation. Another emergent difference is a health versus utility effectiveness--that is, QALYs 
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that appropriately integrate across all health effects can better measure, in aggregate, the 
public health impacts resulting from a regulation while WTP is preferred for assessing social 
welfare (not restricted to health). In either case, it may be more valuable to regulators to 
see some quantification of each effect separately rather than in the aggregate so as to 
understand the component parts that make up the whole. 

D.2. Determining the Value of a Statistical Life  

VSLs used in regulatory analyses are predominantly derived from meta-analyses of several 
WTP studies and are often a combination of contingent (stated preference, surveyed 
responses for each health endpoint) and revealed preference (wage-risk or market) studies. 
The mean or best value of these individual studies is used to model a statistical distribution, 
from which the mean meta-analysis VSL is derived. Certain studies have questioned the 
dataset and statistical methods used in such meta-analyses (ICF International 2009). 

 Oftentimes, CBA studies incorporate a range of available VSLs that use different correction 
factors for non-risk variables in both stated and revealed preference studies. Since VSLs are 
income dependent, income elasticities must be applied to VSL estimates derived from 
studies conducted in countries with different average incomes. ICF International’s CBA for a 
Sub-Saharan African refinery project used a VSL derived from a meta-analysis of 16 WTP 
studies conducted across a range of developed and developing countries, and applied a 
range of income elasticities. An ICCT CBA study examining low-sulfur fuel in China derived a 
VSL from three contingent WTP studies conducted in mainland China and applied a 1.42 
elasticity for mortalities (Blumberg et al. 2006; see Table D-3 for VSLs and elasticities of 
discussed studies). Hammitt and Robinson (2011) recommend using higher elasticities when 
extrapolating VSLs for low-income countries from studies conducted in high-income 
countries.  

There are a number of population characteristics that should be considered in VSL 
estimates. Generally, the choice is between use of VSL from the WTP studies in countries 
with income levels most similar to the study population in question and WTP meta-analysis 
studies from the United States and other high-income countries, which have the advantages 
of completeness and superior sample size. Other adjustments with associated ranges of 
uncertainty include choice of discount rate (2-7 percent, though usually 3 percent) and 
application of an age distribution to account for age differentiation in the valuation of risk. 

In cost-effectiveness analysis, the ratio of costs to benefits can be estimated with few 
additional steps. This representation can take the form of dollars per premature deaths 
avoided, or whichever benefit is of primary interest. A determination of policy effectiveness 
then requires a comparison against the cost-effectiveness of policies that have been 
implemented and a determination as to the reasonability of pursuing the policy in question. 

One limitation of cost-effectiveness analysis is that multiple benefits cannot be integrated 
into a single benefit value. In the case of ultralow-sulfur diesel fuel, premature deaths 
avoided and climate impacts avoided via black carbon reduction must be presented as 
separate cost-effectiveness estimates and evaluated against projects independently. 

In cost-benefit analysis, multiple benefits can be integrated to produce a single estimate of 
net benefits. This requires weighting factors specific to each benefit type, then aggregating 
the economic value of these benefits to society. Finally, a ratio of benefits to costs is 
presented as an estimate of net benefits. 

D.3. Methods for Monetizing Climate Benefits from Black Carbon Emissions Reductions 

An estimate of the social cost of carbon, also called the marginal damage cost, is necessary 
to monetize the benefit to society of a reduction in black carbon emissions. The marginal 
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damage cost is defined as the net present value of the incremental damage attributable to a 
small increase in black carbon emissions. This value represents a price that would need to be 
placed on black carbon in order to internalize the externalities caused by its emission and to 
restore the efficiency of the market (Tol 2009) 

The marginal damage cost requires a series of modeling steps. These includes projections of 
future emissions, simulations of atmospheric chemistry and climate impacts, and modeling 
of economic damages, taking into account their variation in space and time. Baron et al. 
(2009) used the Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy (DICE) model to estimate the net 
benefits of a reduction in black carbon emissions from cooking stoves. Based on an 
estimated reduction of 1,502 gigagrams of black carbon, or 1,502,000 metric tons, the 
authors estimated a climate benefit equal to $375 million. This values a metric ton of black 
carbon at $249, equivalent to a social cost of carbon of less than one dollar per metric ton, 
assuming a 100-year global warming potential value for black carbon of 790. That value 
seems to be far lower than what can be reasonably expected.  

No other estimates of the marginal damage cost for black carbon were found in the 
literature; however a relatively large number of estimates for carbon dioxide have been 
made available. 

Comprehensive studies informed by climate modeling have been conducted to estimate the 
present cost of carbon and to project it for future years. The World Resources Institute 
provided a summary of recent attempts to value the social cost of carbon (Greenspan Bell, 
and Callan 2011).  

The United Kingdom has undertaken several reviews of the social cost of carbon, beginning 
with a 2006 report that provided a central estimate of $85 per ton of carbon dioxide (in 
2000 dollars) (Stern 2007). More recently, the U.K. government re-estimated the social cost 
of carbon in terms of both a traded price for emissions that fall under the EU Emissions 
Trading Scheme and a non-traded price for emissions that do not (U.K. Department of 
Energy and Climate Change 2009). These are informed by binding targets across Europe and 
by the U.K. government. The central value for one traded metric ton of CO2e was estimated 
at $34.10 ($19.50 to $42.30) in 2009 dollars, assuming an exchange rate of 1.625 dollars per 
pound. The central value for non-traded carbon dioxide was estimated at.$83.00 ($41.00 to 
$124.00) per metric ton of CO2e. The 2009 total estimated damage cost per ton of carbon 
dioxide was given as 29 British pounds (or $51 in 2012 dollars). Values were estimated out to 
2050 and were projected to rise over time. 

In the United States, the Obama administration in 2009 established an interagency working 
group to set a social cost of carbon to be used in analyses of the regulatory impact of 
proposed regulations under a cost-benefit analysis framework. The working group 
recommended a range of values from $5-$35 (in 2007 dollars) per ton of carbon dioxide, 
with variations based on assumptions of a discount factor of 2.5-5 percent. Non-CO2 
greenhouse gases were not included in this analysis. The working group proposed a central 
estimate of $21, assuming a discount factor of three percent. That is equivalent to $23 in 
2012 dollars. 

None of the estimates presented by either the United States or the United Kingdom include 
an analysis of the climate impacts of black carbon. In the case of the United States, the social 
cost of carbon estimate was made only for carbon dioxide. The United Kingdom went one 
step further and included all regulated greenhouse gases, and so its valuation captures a 
broader set of climate effects. 

The value given to offsets of carbon in trading markets has been lower than these estimates. 
On September 17, 2012, the Intercontinental Exchange reported a value of $9.70 (7.40 
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Euros) per metric ton of CO2e for a December 2012 contract on EU allowances.24 On 
September 14, 2012, the exchange reported a value of $15.65 per allowance of one metric 
tons of CO2e on a December 2013 contract for California carbon allowances.25 These values, 
subject to fluctuation based on market conditions, represent the price a regulated entity is 
willing to pay to offset one metric ton of carbon to comply with limits on emissions. This is 
affected by the overall emissions target set by regulation, the types of projects from which 
offsets are being generated, and the challenges faced by regulated entities in reducing their 
own emissions. Market prices do not represent the amount society is willing to pay to 
reduce the climate impacts of these emissions. 

Yohe et al. (2007) summarized existing estimates of the social cost of carbon. Early 
calculations by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change estimated the social cost at 
between $5 and $125 per metric ton in 1990 dollars. Later estimates by Clarkson and Deyes 
(2002) put a central estimate at $105 per ton in 2000 dollars, while Pearce (2003) arrived at 
an estimate ranging between $4 and $9 per ton of carbon, assuming a 3-percent discount 
rate. Tol (2005) reviewed more than 100 calculations in the literature and found that, among 
peer-reviewed estimates, the central value was $43 per metric ton with a standard deviation 
of $83. The author concluded that the social cost of carbon is unlikely to exceed $50 per ton. 
In contrast, Downing et al. (2005) concluded that $50 per ton of carbon represents a lower 
benchmark for reducing the threat of dangerous climate change. 

Tol (2009) also conducted a more recent review of attempts to estimate the social cost of 
carbon. More than 200 estimates were identified in the literature. The variations in 
estimates had numerous causes, the most important of which was the rate at which future 
benefits and costs were discounted. Other factors included differences in projections of 
future emissions, warming rates, economic scenarios, and the treatment of uncertainty. Tol 
(2009) fitted these estimates to a Fisher-Tippett distribution using the mode and standard 
deviation of each study. Table D-1 gives these results. One metric ton of carbon was 
converted to carbon dioxide using a ratio of 12/44. Dollars in 1995 were converted to 2012 
dollars using a factor of 1.52. 

Table D- 1: Social Cost of Carbon (2012 U.S. dollars per metric ton of carbon dioxide).  
Source: Tol 2009. 

 Pure Rate of Time Preference 
 0% 1% 3% 

Mean 61 50 21 
Standard Deviation 64 61 25 
33

rd
 percentile 28 19 8 

67
th

 percentile 72 59 23 
95

th
 percentile 202 170 85 

 

For a discount rate of three percent, the mean estimate of the social cost of carbon (dollars 
per ton of CO2) is $21, which is in line with the U.S. Interagency Working Group’s estimate of 
$23 (in 2012 dollars), assuming the same discount rate. Current market prices for carbon 
offsets are slightly lower. 

For a discount rate of one percent , the social cost of carbon estimate is $50, which is in line 
with the U.K. government’s estimate of $51 in 2012 dollars. Tol (2005) traces uncertainty in 
the estimate of the social cost to large differences in the choice of discount rate; Downing et 
al. (2005) reinforce the notion that differences in discount rates are as much to blame for 
variability in the social cost as uncertainty in climate impact models. 
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 https://www.theice.com/emissions.jhtml. 
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 http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443779404577643592149738280.html. 
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Table D-2 gives estimates of the social cost of black carbon. This takes mean estimates of the 
social cost of carbon in Table D-1 above and converts them to black carbon using global 
warming potential weighting factors drawn from Bond et al. (2011). This approach is 
necessary in light of the absence of direct estimates of the social cost of black carbon. 

Table D- 2: Social Cost of Black Carbon (2012 U.S. dollars per metric ton of black carbon). Source: 
Global warming potential values from Bond et al. 2011. 

 Pure Rate of Time Preference 
 1% 3% 

GWP-20 $140,000 $58,800 
GWP-100 $39,500 $16,590 

Yohe et al. (2007) suggest that the social cost of carbon should grow at an annual rate of 2.4 
percent and that, for short-lived pollutants like methane, the rate should grow 50 percent 
faster. These features should be taken into consideration when conducting a cost-benefit 
analysis. 

Uncertainties 

This approach to deriving a social cost of black carbon is subject to some methodological 
uncertainty. The GWP is a weighting function that weights all years between zero and the 
time horizon as equal, then zero for years thereafter. This “rectangular discounting” is 
fundamentally different from the standard discounting used in health impact analysis. This 
also neglects the long term effects of CO2 (or the "persistent tail" of the response.)  

The limitations of the rectangular discounting of the GWP have been known for some time 
(Hammitt et al. 1996). Future improvements can be made by studies that directly estimate a 
social cost of black carbon, which is preferred so as to limit methodological uncertainty. 

An alternative approach would apply a weighting factor that is based on temperature 
response and a damage function. Such estimates have been published for non-CO2 
greenhouse gases (Anthoff et al. 2011) but not for black carbon. Uncertainties in the damage 
function can negate the benefit of using this alternative metric, so care should be taken in 
how it is applied.  
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Table D- 3: Value of a Statistical Life Estimates Taken from the Literature 

 

Study/Analysis Values Elasticity  Original Source Notes 

U.S. EPA (2012) 
(BenMAP)  

6.3M (2000 
U.S. dollars) 

 Mean of distribution of VSLs from 26 studies (5 contingent, 20 
wage); methodology and studies “mirror” Viscusi (1992). 

Applied equally across ages (which yields a 
higher VSL). 

 5.5M (2000 
U.S. dollars) 

 Mrozek and Taylor (2002), using $200 for each additional 1/ 
10,000 chance of an accidental death occurring within one year 
(2000 U.S. dollars). 

From meta-analysis of 33 studies that 
supposedly better controls for unobserved 
determinants of wages (in hedonic wage 
studies). 

 5.5M (2000 
U.S. dollars) 

 Viscusi and Aldy (2003) who suggest income elasticity of 0.5-0.6. Median VSL of 6.7 million (2000 U.S. dollars). 

U.S. EPA (1999) 
(Clean Air Act 
Analysis) 

4.8M (1990 
U.S. dollars) 

0.4 (0.08 
to 1) 

Mean estimated from Weibull distribution using 26 studies (5 
contingent, 21 wage). 

Standard deviation of 3.2 million U.S. dollars. 
Applied equally across ages (to differentiate by 
age violates federal codes). 

ICF International 
(2009) 

6.3M (2007 
U.S. dollars) 

1.5 (1-2) Viscusi (2004) hedonic wage study. 
 

From evaluation of literature including WTP 
studies for 17 ‘low income’ countries, but 
settled on highest-quality U.S. study. 

Muller et al. (2011) 6M (2-10M, 
1990 U.S. 
dollars) 

 Mean of 28 studies reviewed and given in U.S. EPA (1999). Lower 
value from Mrozek and Taylor (2002), a meta-analysis of revealed-
preference methods; upper value from Viscusi and Moore (1989). 
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Figure D- 1: Cost-Benefit and Cost-Effectiveness Frameworks for Evaluation of Policies. Aspects of each analytical framework and available 
measures for health endpoint valuations are shown. Dotted lines show practices that are particularly problematic and, according to 
environmental and health economists, not defensible. 
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